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ABSTRACT
The subsoil of the Chicago Area for the most part consists of a series
of glacial clays, each somewhat stiffer than the one above. Beneath the
downtown districts of Evanston and Chicago, and beneath the industri-
alized regions along Lake Michigan in northern Indiana, the clays have
very soft to medium consistencies for thicknesses of 30 to 50 ft. Hard
clays are usually encountered before bedrock is reached, but many de-
posits of waterbearing sands and gravel are present near the rock.
Beach sands are found above the clays in several areas, particularly
within a strip about three miles wide near the lake. In some places the
sands are dense, whereas in others they are loose or of extremely variable
relative density.
The records of several thousand test borings and many hundreds of
soil tests of various types are assembled and summarized in the quantita-
tive terminology of modern soil mechanics. The summaries should be of
practical use to the designer of foundations in the Chicago Area. They
should also serve to describe the Chicago soils to engineers working in
other regions, who may seek to compare construction experiences in their
own locality with those in Chicago.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Acknowledgments
This bulletin is the second in a series dealing
with foundation problems in Chicago and prepared
under the auspices of the Joint Committee on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering of the Illi-
nois Section of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, the Western Society of Engineers, and the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University
of Illinois. In the death of Mr. Frank A. Randall,
chairman of the Joint Committee since its forma-
tion in 1941, the committee lost one of its most
respected and energetic members. It would not be
possible to estimate the extent of Mr. Randall's
influence in all phases of the committee's activities;
his abiding interest was responsible in large degree
for the continuity of the work. Mr. Verne 0.
McClurg assumed the chairmanship in 1950. Other
members of the committee are R. B. Peck, secretary
and editor; F. A. Reickert, associate editor; A. E.
Cummings, P. C. Rutledge, C. P. Siess and K.
Terzaghi.
The studies described in this bulletin would not
have been possible without the cooperation and
active assistance of a great many individuals and
organizations. Limitations of space prevent mention
of many of these, but their contributions are ac-
knowledged with appreciation. Particular thanks
must be extended to those who made available their
extensive files of boring records; these include the
Department of Subways and Superhighways of the
City of Chicago, the Sanitary District of Chicago,
Mr. R. C. Smith, Mr. R. S. Knapp, Soil Testing
Services, and the Raymond Concrete Pile Company.
The study would hardly have been possible
without the sympathetic interest and criticism of
Dr. J Harlen Bretz and Dr. George H. Otto with
respect to the geological point of view. The first
engineering attempt to organize the data was made
by Dr. A. C. C. Chang, whose thesis provided the
framework for subsequent elaboration and exten-
sion. Mr. Sidney Berman made valuable contribu-
tions, and assembled most of the information
concerning the locations of former quarries and
clay pits.
2. Scope
For at least eighty years, engineers have been
exploring the subsoil of Chicago to obtain informa-
tion for the design and construction of engineering
works. Although the records of some of these ex-
plorations have been lost, many have survived in
private and public files. In 1941, the Joint Com-
mittee on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engi-
neering began a systematic collection of all the
existing records. This bulletin contains a summary
of that information together with such explanatory
material as appears necessary for a general under-
standing of subsoil conditions in the area.
During the last twenty-five years, the influence
of soil mechanics has gradually increased and the
quality of the exploratory data has improved. The
start of construction of the Chicago Subway in
1939 marked the transition in the Chicago Area
from traditional methods of describing the subsoil
to those now accepted as more suitable and sci-
entific.
A study of Chicago subsoils in terms of modern
soil mechanics serves two useful purposes. The first
is a quantitative description of the soil characteris-
tics in sufficient detail for use of the practicing en-
gineer in the locality. The second is the comparison
of subsoil conditions in Chicago with those in other
localities for the general improvement of the prac-
tice of foundation engineering.
This bulletin attempts to serve both purposes.
In the first place, all available boring data have
been collected and analyzed. The results are ex-
pressed in the form of maps and cross-sections
showing the characteristics of the subsurface mate-
rials. This information is supplemented by a brief
statement of the geological origin of the subsoil
because a knowledge of the geology leads to a
better understanding of the character of the deposit.
In addition to the graphical representations of
the nature of the subsoil, a condensed summary of
the properties of the significant parts of the deposit
is given. This summary includes the results of
most of the physical soil tests that have been
performed on materials from the area. These results
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are of value to the practicing engineer in Chicago
and, at the same time, they serve as the basis for
comparing conditions in Chicago with those in other
localities.
3. Extent of Area
The area included in this study is shown on
Fig. 1. For the purpose of this bulletin the entire
region is called the "Chicago Area." Its extent has
been dictated largely by the locations of the borings
for which logs are available.
The streets in the area are laid out on a rec-
tangular north-south east-west gridwork with prin-
cipal streets at intervals of one mile. The origin of
coordinates for the numbering system is the inter-
section of State and Madison Streets in the down-
town or "Loop" section of Chicago proper. The
principal streets and the coordinate system are
shown on each of the full-page maps in this bulletin,
such as Fig. 14.
4. Elevations
All elevations mentioned in the text and shown
on the figures refer to Chicago City Datum
(C.C.D.). This datum is the approximate elevation
of the surface of Lake Michigan, and is about 580
(579.94) ft above mean sea level. Hence, El. -12
refers to the level 12 ft below datum or El. 568,
whereas El. +12 refers to the level 12 ft above
datum or El. 592. Fig. 1. Location Map of Chicago Area
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
5. Origin of Subsoil in Chicago Area
Almost all the subsoil in the Chicago Area was
deposited during the glacial epoch. It consists of
large masses of clay that were laid down by the
last great continental ice sheet. In much of the
locality the clay is overlain by sand deposited
when glacial lakes extended over parts of the area.
The clay consists of a series of several ground
moraines or till sheets lying one on another. Thus
it possesses a degree of stratification. Each till
sheet represents the clay deposited upon the pre-
existing surface by the advancing glacier plus that
deposited from the melting ice as the glacial front
receded. Altogether, six separate till sheets repre-
senting six advances and retreats of the ice front
have been distinguished in the area.
6. Summary of Subsurface Conditions
Most of the present ground surface in the Chi-
cago Area lies between El. +12 and +20. There is
a general rise to about +60 near the western city
limits and a rather abrupt rise to about +90 north
of Central Ave in Evanston. The only other high-
land area is the Blue Island Ridge which also
reaches an elevation of about +90.
Several feet of artificial fill are found in many
localities, especially in built-up or industrial areas
near the lake. In the downtown district of Chicago,
the fill has an average thickness of about 7 ft.
Near the lake the uppermost natural deposits
are sand. From Evanston to about 55th St, 6 miles
south of Madison St, the sand extends 2 to 3 miles
from the lake shore. South of 55th St the width
increases and in northern Indiana the sand covers
all the area included in this study. Narrow beach
deposits are occasionally found in other parts of
the area.
Beneath the sand, or at the natural ground sur-
face if the sand is not present, is found the glacial
clay. The uppermost few feet of the clay are almost
always stiff. In the southern half of Evanston and
in much of the downtown section of Chicago the
stiff clay constitutes a crust over much softer
deposits. Elsewhere, the stiffness of the clays is
likely to increase with depth until bedrock is
encountered.
The softer clays attain a thickness of more than
30 ft in each of the principal areas where they
occur. They consist of successive till sheets, each
generally stiffer than the one above. They are un-
derlain by stiff and hard clays that may rest
directly on bedrock or on deposits of sand or gravel
that in turn rest on rock.
The underlying bedrock consists of limestone.
Its surface is very irregular, although it rises in a
general way toward the west. In a few isolated
localities there are outcrops; in other localities the
surface of the rock is found as deep as El. -135.
7. Pattern of Subsurface Features
A more detailed conception of the subsurface
conditions may be obtained from a study of seven
representative boring logs, a to g inclusive. The
locations of these borings are indicated by the solid
circles on Fig. 1.
The clay deposits are described in terms of their
consistency or relative stiffness. The distinctions
among the various categories are based on the un-
confined compressive strength of the clay. This is
determined by testing a specimen in direct, simple
compression. The compressive strength is defined
as the load (tons per sq ft) that causes a shearing
Table 1
Consistency Expressed in Terms of Unconfined Compressive Strength
Consistency Unconfined Compressive Strength(tons per sq ft)
Very soft Less than 0.25
Soft 0. 25-0.5
Medium 0.5 -1.0
Stiff 1.0 -2.0
Very stiff 2.0-4.0
Hard Over 4.0
or splitting failure of the specimen, or the load at
which the strain in the direction of the applied load
reaches 20 percent if the specimen does not first
fail outright.
The values of compressive strength correspond-
ing to the various consistencies are listed in Table
1. This classification has been adopted because it
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Surface
Block loam
+65
Hard yellow and blue gritty cloy
60
Very stiff almost clear yellow and blue clay
Very stiff gritty blue clay with sill pockets and partings
Stiff clear blue clay with thin sill partings
Very stiff gritty blue clay with silt inclusions
Very stiff gravelly clay
Very stiff gritty blue clay with silt partings and shale inclusons
Very stiff to hard gritty bue clay with silt partings
Very stiff gritty blue clay with silt pockets and strata
Stiff gritty blue clay
Very stiff gritty blue cloy
Hard gritty blue clay
Very stiff stratified clear blue clay and silt
- Bottom 
of horm
g
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
/5
/0
5
Compressive Strength, Tons/Ft2  Water Content, %
I 2 3 4 5 6 0 /0 20 30
* Test Values
o Estimated Values
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Fig. 2. Boring a at Green Bay
is widely used and understood, although it differs
somewhat from the terminology once customarily
used in the Chicago Area. These differences are dis-
cussed in Appendix II.
Boring a, Fig. 2, was made in Winnetka and is
representative of the area north of Central Ave,
Evanston. The most significant features are the
great stiffness of the clays, especially between El.
68.5 and El. 54.5, and the high elevation of the
ground surface compared with that of the other
parts of the Chicago Area. The causes of both these
features will be explained in Chapter III.
About 3 miles south of the first boring, on the
campus of Northwestern University, the soil condi-
tions are quite different, as shown by Boring b, Fig.
3. This boring was made in a section where clays
of very soft, soft, and medium consistencies form
an unusually thick deposit. The stiffness of the clay
increases with depth in relatively well-defined steps.
The "decayed wood" and the strata of stiff to very
Road and Ash Street, Winnetka
,-- Surface
70.
75.
77.
-80.
Block earth
Loose dirty yellow sand and silt
Fine yellow and gray sand - clean, loose. Some decoyed wood
Stiff to very stiff blue cloy with thin pockets of compact silt
Stiff blue clay - considerable gravel
Stiff blue clay, considerable gravel and numemus thin compact
silt pockets
Soft to very soft blue cloy
Medium blue clay, considerable sand and silt
Stiff blue clay, considerable sand and silt-
occasional thin sand or stone pockets
Hard blue clay, sand and gravel
Fine gray sand and silt, clean and compact with pockets of hard cloy
Fine gray sand and sil
Fine compact gravel
occ a .irL at uau.iaer
- oe roc or oulOer
Fig. 3. Boring b near Sheridan Road and Noyes Street, Evanston
clý
:5--t
• f
0
p
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stiff clay overlying the soft clay are associated with
a buried stream channel, as will be pointed out in
subsequent chapters.
Figure 4 shows the log of Boring c, typical of
the downtown district of Chicago. All the strata
shown in this figure are usually encountered, al-
though the elevations of the contacts and the thick-
nesses of individual strata vary to some extent.
Actually, this boring extended only to El. -42.5,
and it was necessary to extrapolate the data below
this elevation from nearby borings. Figures 30 to
33 also show boring logs in and near the downtown
district.
Six miles west of Boring c the general conditions
are described by Boring d, Fig. 5. The significant
feature in this boring is the absence of any clay of
medium or soft consistency.
The log shown in Fig. 6 represents Boring e,
made about 5 miles south of the downtown district.
The increase in stiffness with depth is again re-
vealed, but a thicker stratum of sand overlies the
clay. In some borings in this locality may be found
+12.5
3.5
-0.8
2.5
23.5
39.0
50.5
77.0
-93.0
Cinder fill
Fine gray sand containing silt
Stiff blue and yellow cloy
Soft blue clay with fine sand grains
Medium blue cloy with fine sand grains
Stiff blue clay
Hard blue cloy
Sand, gravel, boulders and silt
/L m- 0-
clay of soft or medium consistency, but its occur-
rence is spotty and its thickness is small. Hence,
the boring log in Fig. 6 is considered typical.
Still farther south, the sand extends to a much
lower elevation as shown by Boring f, Fig. 7. More-
over, this boring encountered a thin layer of peat.
The clay in the area appears to be at least moder-
ately stiff, but there is less information about this
part of Chicago than the other sectors previously
mentioned.
Figure 8 shows the log of Boring g, made in
East Chicago, Indiana. Here the overlying sand is
very thick and has considerable influence on the
design of foundations. A rather thick stratum of
stiff to very stiff clay overlies the medium clay.
This stiff clay shows no indication of having been
desiccated. In some areas in northern Indiana it is
not present, and soft and medium clays are en-
countered immediately beneath the sand mantle.
The relationships among the different deposits
and the variations in the consistency of the clays
are best shown by cross sections or compressive
Compressive Water
Strength, Tons/Ff' Content, %
-0 0.5 O 10 5 0 /0 20 30 40
Fig. 4. Boring c at State and Quincy Streets
I
--- €,*//.
esone
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Compressive Strength, Tons/Ft2
+36.3
Miscellaneous fill
Very stiff yellow and blue clay
30
20
10
Stiff blue cloy
Compact silt and sand
Hard blue clay and sillt
Very hard clay, sill, sand, and stones
Compact medium sand
- onfu uo oring
Fig. 5.
-Srface
L7oy fill
Very fine yellow silty sand
Stiff gritty blue and yellow clay
Very stiff gritty blue clay
Hard sandy blue clay
Refusal- Rock or boulder
-/0
2 3 4 5
Boring d at Kilbourn Avenue and Ohio Street
Compressive Strength, Tons/Ftf
/ 2 3 4 5
Wo/er Content, %
0 /0 20 30
"'p)
Water Content, %
0 /0 20 30
A
t2
e at 51st and Morgan Streets
strength profiles and by maps. The locations of the
profiles and maps included in this study are shown
in Fig. 1. These locations were dictated partly by
the locations of borings. Insofar as practicable,
however, they were chosen to show the most sig-
nificant changes in the general soil conditions.
The maps and cross-sections have been com-
piled from the records of more than 6000 borings
and test shafts. The reliability of the data and the
methods of correlation and interpretation are dis-
cussed in Appendices I and II. Moreover, the maps
and profiles indicate the locations of the borings
used in their construction and permit the reader to
judge the abundance or paucity of data in any
particular area.
Figure 9 is a section along State St from 119th
St on the south to Lincoln Park, and along the lake
shore to South Ave in Glencoe, a distance of about
32 miles. It is apparent that the sand deposit over-
lying the clays extends almost continuously from
+14.5
12.5
4.5
+3.0
-7.0
-28.5
-- --- --- --- i
I I I I I
'( \- --- -- --- --- --- --
?o
* Test Values
n Estfimatne/ Vo/les
3
Fig. 6. B oring
V) Estimated Volues
;
INfm
i
0 ,^y
-40
---
-
- -
r- urface
-/0
I
|
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Surface
Clay and sand fill
Fine loose yellow sand
Peat
Fine gray compact silty sand
Compressive Strength, Tons/FF
+IU
0
to
Stiff blue clay
to, 0
+0,9
-1.0
15
-10.4
19.7
30.6
34.1
37,5
-54.4
20
30
Stiff to very stiff clear blue clay
Stiff stony blue clay
Hard blue clay
- '"n
Bottom of borina
Wafer Content, %
0 /0 20 30 40/ / 2 3 .
* Test Values __
o fEsimmfted Vnlv7/
Fig. 7. Boring f at 114th Street and Burley Avenue
74th St to Northwestern University near Simpson
St. The upper part of the sand is commonly yellow
and the lower part gray. This distinction is usually
made on the profile; where the color is not indicated
it is not recorded in the original borings logs.
The consistency of the underlying clay is indi-
cated by the intensity of the shading. The solid
black areas represent very soft clay, whereas the
lightest and most widely spaced hatching represents
hard clay. The unaltered clay is a gray-blue color
locally called blue, but where the clay has been
desiccated and oxidized it is yellow or tan. The
distinction in color is of engineering significance
and is indicated on the profile by the direction of
the hatching. On Fig. 9 most of the yellow clays
appear north of Simpson St in Evanston.
The variations in level of the bedrock surface
are striking. In reality the surface is probably much
more irregular than shown because the data upon
which the bedrock elevations are based are very
meager in some localities. There is some indication
that the softer clays do not occur where the bed-
rock is high; this is supported by geological con-
siderations.
The characteristics of the downtown section in
Chicago (16th St to Division St) are known -in
greater detail than those elsewhere because of the
thoroughness of exploration. Figure 10 shows the
conditions in this area more clearly than the gen-
eralized representation in Fig. 9. The subsoil is
obviously non-uniform, but the lack of uniformity
is somewhat overemphasized because of the exag-
geration of the vertical scale of the drawing. A
better conception of the true scale can be gained
from the small sketch at the bottom of Fig. 10, but
even in this drawing the vertical scale is four times
the horizontal.
One mile west of State St the conditions are
represented by Fig. 11. In general, they are quite
similar to those beneath State St. Likewise, those
shown by the Elston Ave profile, Fig. 12, extending
from the downtown region in a northwesterly direc-
tion to Ashland Ave, are quite similar.
Between Roosevelt Road and Cernmak Road is
one of several buried stream channels known in the
region. It is shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11 as an
icicle of sand extending into the soft clays. In
reality, the clay bordering the channel has a veneer
rF
ii
p
Very stiff stony blue clay
4t)
LIE"stlimaled 
Values
6
p
S
PI
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Surface
Fine gray sand (Numbers
Glty blue c/ay with Mn
BOWe cloy with si# poclets
Gritly blue cloy with numer
Har gray day
Bottom of boring
Fig. 8. Boring g at 149th Street nedr Cline Avenue, East Chicago
of a few feet of stiff clay representing an extension
of the desiccated crust. The channel is filled with a
very compressible deposit of loose sand, silt, and
peat.
The characteristics of the subsoil in a plane at
right angles to State St are shown on the Lake St
profile, Fig. 13. Notable features are the slow rise
of the ground surface toward the west and the
rather abrupt end of the softer clays between
Western and Kedzie Aves.
From the point of view of the foundation engi-
neer, all the clays having a compressive strength
less than 1 ton per sq ft are likely to give rise to
undesirable settlements of structures and may be
considered compressible. The areas in which such
clays are found and the total thickness of the com-
pressible deposits are shown in the map, Fig. 14.
The map shows that the three principal localities
underlain by the soft and medium clays are down-
town Evanston, downtown Chicago, and northern
Indiana.
The foregoing summary indicates that the ma-
terials beneath the ground surface of the Chicago
Area can be divided into the sand deposits, the
desiccated clay crust, the organic soils in buried
stream channels, the compressible clays, the stiff
and very stiff clays, the hard clay and underlying
granular deposits, and the bedrock. Each of these
will be discussed in detail in subsequent chapters,
following a brief outline of the geology of the area.
5 0
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Fig. 9. Profile along State Street and North Lake Shore
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III. GEOLOGY OF THE CHICAGO AREA
8. Significance
An understanding of the geological history of a
region is of fundamental importance in foundation
engineering, and no account of the general subsoil
conditions of a region is complete without at least
a brief r6sum6 of the factors involved in creating
the present conditions. The geology of the Chicago
Area has been studied and reported by many inves-
tigators, and although many details have not yet
been explained, the major features have been inter-
preted. Only those events that seem to have had a
significant influence on the existing soil conditions
will be discussed here.
9. Bedrock
The Niagaran limestone, which constitutes the
bedrock of the Chicago Area, was formed during
the Silurian period of the Palezoic era perhaps some
300 million years ago. Deep well borings have dis-
closed other earlier rock formations beneath the
Niagaran limestone, but these are not of interest to
the foundation engineer. It appears that a very
long time elapsed after the deposition of the lime-
stone during which no sediments were deposited in
this area except probably during the Devonian
period which followed the Silurian. This expanse of
geologic time includes the Mesozoic era and the first
four periods of the Cenozoic era (Bretz 1939, p. 98).
10. Glaciation
The last period of the latter era, the Pleistocene,
probably began about one million years ago. It was
characterized by severe climatic changes and con-
tinental ice sheets or glaciers. Evidence in northern
United States has indicated the advance and retreat
of at least four major ice sheets. Although all four
overrode the Chicago Area, only the most recent
one, the Wisconsin, left deposits in sufficient quan-
tities to affect foundation design. Pre-Wisconsin
glacial deposits are found only in deep bedrock
valleys and ravines where they were sheltered from
the erosive action of the Wisconsin glacier. These
deposits are stony and very hard; their extreme
hardness distinguishes them from those of the Wis-
consin glacier (Otto 1942).
The Wisconsin ice sheet approached the area
through the Lake Michigan basin. Great quantities
of Devonian shale were excavated from the basin,
mixed with soils brought from deposits farther
north, and carried to the southern shore of Lake
Michigan. Since the deposits of a glacier are de-
termined largely by the material picked up in the
vicinity, those in the Chicago Area are composed
primarily of clay and silt, the derivatives of the
Devonian shale. The Devonian shale that once
covered the limestone underlying the Chicago Area
was almost completely removed by the ice sheets.
It survives only in fissures in the Niagaran lime-
stone (Bretz 1939, p. 98).
The Wisconsin ice stage has been divided into
four substages: Iowan, Tazewell, Cary, and Man-
kato. The subsoil in the Chicago Area was depos-
ited in the Cary substage. There is abundant
evidence in the area that the subsoil was deposited
in six fairly distinct till sheets: Valparaiso, Tinley,
Park Ridge, Deerfield, Blodgett, and Highland
Park. Each till sheet has its own terminal moraine
and represents an advance and retreat of the ice
front. The till sheets as listed above are in the
order of deposition; that is, the Valparaiso underlies
the Tinley, the Tinley underlies the Park Ridge,
etc. In Chicago proper and in northern Indiana, the
terminal moraines of the younger till sheets do not
exist, but the relations between the till sheets and
their terminal moraines is apparent in Fig. 15. The
Highland Park moraine exists only north of Evan-
ston. Otto traced the contacts between the till sheets
in Chicago and Evanston by means of boring logs
and field observations. The logs he used were of
borings made for engineering purposes, and his find-
ings are of particular value to engineers. He identi-
fied the respective till sheets on the basis of their
consistencies, textures, and water contents. Table 2
gives a summary of his correlations. It should be
understood that the descriptions in Table 2 are
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Fig. 15. Diagrammatic Representation of Till Sheets and Lake Stages in Chicago Area
general, and while they are usually appropriate,
variations are numerous. Since the different till
sheets are often similar in appearance they cannot
always be distinguished merely by inspection. The
contacts between the till sheets can usually be
located by conspicuous changes in water content.
11. Glacial Lakes
As the Wisconsin glacier retreated northward
and eastward from the Tinley terminal moraine, the
meltwater from the glacier became impounded and
formed a lake between the moraine and the ice.
This lake, known as Lake Chicago, had no outlet
except over a sag in the Tinley terminal moraine
into the Desplaines River, at an elevation of 55 ft
above that of Lake Michigan today. Except for a
portion of the Highland Park moraine, the parts of
the Lake Border moraines (Park Ridge, Deerfield,
Blodgett, and Highland Park) within the area in-
cluded in this study were all deposited beneath the
waters of Lake Chicago. Thus, the till sheets of
these moraines were deposited in a saturated state,
each one over the preceding one, and none had an
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opportunity to become desiccated until the level of
Lake Chicago was lowered. Most of the Highland
Park moraine, however, was deposited on terrain
higher than the level of Lake Chicago at that time
and, consequently, was desiccated to a considerable
Consistency and Texture of
Till Sheet Compressive
Strength*
Valparaiso
Tinley
Park Ridge
Deerfield
Blodgett
Highland Park
le 2
Clay in Various Till Sheets
Texture
11 stratified gravelly till with extreme
lateral variability
1.0 to 11.0 gravelly, silty clayey till
1.8 to 3.5 sandy clay till with numerous sand
and silt seams
0.35 to 1.05 uniform clay till except for stratifica-
tion near base
0.2 to 0.6 complex deposit of clay till, silt and
lacustrine clay
1.0 to 11.0 stony clay till, pockets of sand and
gravel
* Tons per sq ft. These values were not given by Otto but are approximately
equivalent to the verbal description used by him.
degree. This accounts for the hardness of the upper
part of the Highland Park moraine, previously
noted in connection with Fig. 2.
It has been pointed out that the compressive
strength of the glacial clay beneath the stiff desic-
cated crust commonly increases with depth. The
West /2 /0
Approxinate Scale of Dislance from Lake Shore, Miles
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increase does not occur in a linear fashion, but
rather in steps at characteristic elevations. It should
not be inferred that these steps are always well-
defined and easily detected contacts. There is
usually a transition zone of several feet in which
the strength increases gradually. Otto considered
these transition zones to be boundaries between the
till sheets.
The existence of a lake with its surface about
55 ft higher than the present level of Lake Michi-
gan is evidenced by wave-eroded cliffs and beach
deposits near El. +55. The beach deposits include
sand spits and bars. Some of the sand was subse-
quently blown into dunes as in northern Indiana.
In addition to the highest or 55-ft level of Lake
Chicago, known as the Glenwood stage, at least
two other levels have been recognized above the
level of the present lake. These are the Calumet
and Toleston stages, respectively 35 and 20 ft above
the level of the present lake (Fig. 15). Since all the
Lake Border moraines were deposited during the
Glenwood stage, the Calumet and Toleston stages
both post-date the Highland Park deposits. Addi-
tional beach deposits and a veneer of gray and
yellow sand over much of the city record the pres-
ence of these lakes. In northern Indiana the beach
deposits are unusually thick.
There is also evidence of at least two low-water
stages after the Glenwood stage when the water
level dropped as much as 80 ft below that of the
present lake. These low-water stages caused changes
in the area of outstanding practical importance to
foundation engineers. They were accompanied by
widespread desiccation of the exposed surfaces of
the till sheets and the formation of drainage chan-
nels that were subsequently filled with silt and
organic deposits as the lake level gradually rose
again. The soft deposits were subsequently covered
by the sand veneer and obliterated. These buried
stream channels constitute hazards in foundation
engineering and deserve special attention.
In some portions of the city of Chicago and
primarily in the downtown district, variable thick-
nesses of miscellaneous man-made fill are found.
Most of these areas were left low and swampy by
Lake Chicago and the grade of the entire downtown
section was raised before the present skyscrapers
were constructed (Peck 1948, p. 12).
IV. SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES OF CHICAGO SOILS
In the following chapters the physical properties
of the various parts of the subsoil will be described.
An understanding of the significance of these prop-
erties requires at least an elementary knowledge of
the kinds of tests that have been performed and of
the purposes for which the information has been
obtained.
The most significant property of the sand de-
posits is their relative density; that is, whether the
sand is in a relatively loose or dense condition.
Laboratory tests for determination of relative den-
sity require undisturbed samples exceedingly diffi-
cult to obtain in cohesionless materials. Therefore,
the relative density is customarily determined by
means of field tests. In the Chicago Area almost all
the information concerning sand has been obtained
in connection with test boring operations by means
of the standard penetration test.
The most significant properties of the clays in
the Chicago Area are the unconfined compressive
strength, the natural water content, the compression
index, and the Atterberg limits. These properties
have been studied extensively in both laboratory
and field.
The pertinent physical properties and tests of
Chicago subsoils will be discussed briefly in this
chapter. More extensive information will be pre-
sented in connection with the various parts of the
deposits.
12. Standard Penetration Test
This test is made during ordinary boring opera-
tions. It consists of driving a sampling spoon of
standard dimensions into the ground beneath a drill
hole by a standard technique, and of counting the
number of blows required to drive the sampling
spoon 1 ft into the ground. The number of blows
per foot on the sampling spoon is designated as the
standard penetration resistance, and i's indicative of
the relative density of the sand. In a less reliable
manner, it is also indicative of the consistency of
clay and is especially useful in determining the
character and location of the hard clays.
A standard technique is used for the penetration
test (Terzaghi and Peck, 1948). The sampling spoon
has an external diameter of 2 in. and an internal
diameter of 1% in. The weight used to drive the
spoon is 140 lbs and the height of fall is 30 in.
13. Compressive Strength
The compressive strength has been defined in
Chapter II. It is of significance because it serves as
a precise means for describing the stiffness of a clay
soil. In addition, it serves as a measure of the
shearing resistance.
The shearing resistance of a clay is one of its
more important properties. It governs the safe soil
pressure for building foundations, the load on the
bracing in open cuts and tunnels, and the stability
of bulkheads, embankments, and slopes. Soil inves-
tigations and field observations made during the
construction of the Initial System of Chicago Sub-
ways indicated that the shearing strength of the
clay in the Chicago Area is approximately half
the compressive strength. Hence, determinations of
the compressive strength provide data essential for
design.
14. Water Content
The natural water content of a soil is defined as
the weight of water in the soil divided by the dry
weight. It is usually expressed as a percentage. The
importance of the water content lies in the existence
of a reliable statistical relationship between it and
the compressibility of the clay. Since many deter-
minations of water content can be made at a
reasonably small expense, a fairly good conception
of the compressibility of the clay can be obtained
without performing more costly tests. The water
content also gives an indication of the variability
of the clay encountered in a given boring or series
of borings.
The results of water-content determinations
made on samples of clay obtained from a number
of borings will be presented later. In addition, the
variations in the water content of the clay will be
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discussed in detail, and correlations with the com-
pressibility and other properties will be pointed out.
15. Compression Index
In order to estimate the amount of settlement
due to the construction of a building above a
stratum of compressible clay, it is necessary to
know the compressibility characteristics of the clay.
These can be determined by performing consolida-
tion tests.
A consolidation test is made by applying ver-
tical loads to a laterally confined specimen and
measuring the amount of compression that ulti-
mately occurs under each load. The upper and lower
faces of the specimen are covered by porous plates
(Fig. 16a) that permit the escape of water squeezed
from the clay as consolidation progresses.
The results of such a test are expressed in the
form of a curve showing the manner in which the
void ratio decreases as the pressure increases. The
void ratio is defined as the volume of the voids in
the clay, whether filled with air or water, divided
by the volume occupied by the solid mineral matter.
For saturated clays such as all the compressible
clays in the Chicago Area, the void ratio e is de-
termined by the equation
e = ws. (1)
where w is the water content and s, is the average
specific gravity of the solid mineral constituents of
the clay.
For convenience, the pressure p is commonly
plotted to a logarithmic scale. The corresponding
e-log p curve for soft and medium Chicago clays
has the characteristic shape shown by the solid line
in Fig. 16b. It is practically straight within the
range from the existing overburden pressure to
pressures as high as 50 tons per sq ft, provided the
existing overburden pressure has not been signifi-
cantly exceeded in the past. This condition appears
to be satisfied for most of the softer varieties of
Chicago clays.
The compressibility of the clay is measured by
the slope of the straight part of the e-log p curve.
This slope, however, requires a small correction on
account of the inevitable disturbance of the test
specimen. It is apparent that the true relationship
between e and p must be represented by a curve
passing through point A whose coordinates eo and
po correspond to the actual void ratio and pressure
when the sample is in its natural position in the
ground. In reality, the test curve always passes
Pressure, P (log scale)
Fig. 16. Consolidation Test: (a) Diagrammatic
Representation of Apparatus; (b) Typical
Curve of Results of Test
slightly below A if the disturbance is small, and at
a considerable distance below A if the sample is
badly disturbed. The position of point B, however,
at the intersection of the e = 0 axis and the exten-
sion of the straight part of the e-log p curve, ap-
pears to be fairly independent of the amount of
disturbance. Therefore, the corrected measure of the
compressibility is taken as the slope of AB rather
than of the straight part of the curve representing
the test results.
The slope of AB is designated as Cc, the com-
pression index of the clay. With reference to Fig.
16, the value of Cc is
C eo - el (2)
log pi - log po
where ei is the void ratio corresponding to any
pressure p, which exceeds po.
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The practical significance of the compression
index lies in the fact that the settlement S of the
surface of a layer of clay with thickness H may be
computed by means of the expression
S- c H logio 0 + A (3)1+ eo- Po
where Ap is the increase of pressure, at mid-
height of the layer, due to the weight of a structure.
Since the cost of performing consolidation tests
is relatively great, special attention has been given
to the development of statistical relationships be-
tween Cc and other properties of the clays. These
are discussed in Chapter VII.
16. Atterberg Limits
The Atterberg limits are easily determined
properties of clay soils that serve to identify the
materials and permit differentiation among clays of
similar appearance. The most useful of the several
quantities defined by Atterberg are the liquid limit,
the plastic limit, and the plasticity index.
The liquid limit of a soil is defined as the water
content (expressed in percent of the dry weight
of the soil) at the transition of the soil from the
plastic state to the liquid state. The water content
at the transition of the soil from the plastic state
to a state at which it crumbles when rolled out in
thin threads is called the plastic limit. The numeri-
cal difference between the liquid limit and elastic
limit is called the plasticity index. It represents
the range in water content within which the soil is
plastic.
The results of liquid and plastic limit deter-
minations on soils in the Chicago Area have dis-
closed the existence of statistical relationships be-
tween them and the natural water content. Some
of the more significant results and correlations will
be presented in Chapter VII.
17. Other Properties
In addition to the properties defined in the pre-
ceding paragraphs, the sensitivity, natural void
ratio, grain size, coefficient of consolidation, and
the unit weight of the solid constituents are of
practical importance. They will be discussed briefly
in Chapter VII.
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V. SAND DEPOSITS
18. Location and Thickness
Sand beach-deposits occur in the Chicago Area
almost continuously along the lake front and inland
about three miles. In addition, a few isolated beach
ridges occur at a greater distance. The areas occu-
pied by sand deposits are shown in Fig. 17.
The thickness of the sand, together with that of
any overlying fill, is also shown in Fig. 17. For the
extensive sand deposit along the lake, the contours
of thickness are supported by much evidence. Con-
siderably less information is available with regard
to the isolated ridges. As a rule, the thickness in-
creases toward the lake to a maximum value of 20
to 30 ft in Evanston and Chicago proper, and 30
to 50 ft in northern Indiana.
The principal sand deposits were formed during
the Calumet and Toleston stages of Lake Chicago.
In northern Indiana the beach-ridge origin of the
deposits is especially apparent. Sixty-eight separate
ridges have been distinguished in aerial photographs
between the Toleston beach and the present one
(Bretz 1939, p. 114).
19. Physical Properties
The grain size of the sandy deposits varies from
that of medium sand to silt. Grain size curves of
typical materials from one building-site in East
Chicago, Indiana, are shown in Fig. 18. All the
materials are of fairly uniform grading. However,
as indicated by the two samples at a depth of 10
ft, the grain size is not a function of the depth. On
a given site, lenses of a particular size may usually
be found at several depths.
The color of the sand varies from light tan or
yellow to gray. Where yellow sand occurs it is
generally found in the upper part of the deposit.
The differences in color do not appear to have sig-
nificant general correlations with differences in the
relative density or bearing capacity, of the mate-
rials.
The available quantitative information regard-
ing the relative density of the sands in the Chicago
Area consists almost exclusively of the results of
standard penetration tests. The approximate rela-
tionship between the number of blows per foot and
the relative density is indicated in Table 3.
Construction experience and boring records alike
indicate great variability in the relative density.
Nevertheless, the variations do not obscure certain
fairly definite zones having distinctive character-
istics. Several of these zones are indicated in Fig.
19, which represents a north-south cross section of
/ 0.5 0/ 005 0.0/ 0.005 000/
Graim Size, mm
Fig. 18. Typical Grain-Size Curves of Sands
the sand based on representative borings at a
spacing of about one mile.
According to Fig. 19, the sand deposits in
Evanston are generally in the loose to medium
category, except near the top of the beach ridges
where somewhat denser materials are encountered.
On the north side of Chicago between about 4 and
8 miles north of Madison St (between about Bel-
mont and Devon Aves) all except the upper few
feet of the sand are of at least medium density, and
a considerable amount of dense or very dense
material is encountered. At least 10 ft of dense
sand lie above the clay formations. Therefore, in
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this locality, many important structures have been
established upon the dense sand blanket.
From a distance about 4 miles north of Madison
St to about 5 miles south, the relative density of
the sand is quite erratic and is generally low. A
considerable quantity of silt is found in the deposit,
Table 3
Relative Density Expressed in Terms of
Standard Penetration Resistance
Relative Density Blows per Foot
Very loose 0-4
Loose 4-10
Medium 10-30
Dense 30-50
Very dense Over 50
especially in the lower portion. This part of the
deposit, which includes the materials beneath the
Loop, was described by R. C. Smith (1928) very
accurately as follows: "This material is water
bearing, quaking, inclined to run when not sheeted,
and subject to considerable shrinkage when the
water is drained from it. It is not uniform in bear-
ing value; much of it is quite soft, but compact
areas are not at all uncommon."
Farther south the relative density of the sand
becomes much more variable. Some extremely dense
zones are encountered, many of them underlain by
relatively or extremely loose silty materials. Hence,
3 12 /0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
North Miles from
cz~
5.
5514~
in this locality considerable exploratory work is
required to determine the characteristics of the
sand at any particular building site.
Still farther south, in northern Indiana, the sand
again is of at least medium density, except in the
uppermost few feet.
Figure 20 shows a comparison of values of the
standard penetration resistance at four different
localities in the Chicago Area. Borings a were
located within a block of each other about 8 miles
north of the Loop and close to the lake. They illus-
trate the consistent character of the deposit and
the extremely high relative density of the lower
portions. By contrast, boring b, about one mile
northwest of borings a and just north of the Chi-
cago city limits, contains some very loose silt be-
neath the dense zone. Borings c, from one building
site about 6 miles south of the Loop and about one
mile from the lake, are representative of much of
the sand in this part of Chicago. Borings d are
representative of conditions encountered in north-
ern Indiana.
Within some parts of the sand deposit, particu-
larly in Evanston and in northern Indiana, oc-
casional relatively thin deposits of organic matter
are found at various levels. These deposits probably
2 / 0 / 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
fadison Street South
Fig. 19. Relative Density of Sand Deposits along Section near Lake Shore, as
Indicated by Results of the Standard Penetration Test
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represent surface sloughs in old beach areas, subse-
quently covered by additional beach sand. The
presence of these deposits can hardly be antici-
pated except on the basis of detailed subsurface
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exploration. They are likely to occur in connection
with sands of extremely low relative density, and
their presence may be suspected in those localities
where very loose sands are indicated in Fig. 19.
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VI. DESICCATED CLAY CRUST AND BURIED STREAM CHANNELS
20. Origin
In most of the Chicago Area, deposits of glacial
clay are encountered either immediately below the
topsoil or below the blanket of sand. In a few
localities, however, the upper surface of the clay
has been incised by erosion of channels subse-
quently filled with relatively compressible organic
silts, sands and peats. Since these channel deposits
were later covered by sands, they often cannot be
detected on the basis of surface features. Yet, a
knowledge of their presence is of outstanding im-
portance to the foundation engineer because of the
high compressibility of the fill compared to that
of the surrounding clays.
Over much of the surface of the clay lies a
crust of once-desiccated material, often quite stiff.
The crust is also of practical significance, because
it has adequate strength in some localities to sup-
port small structures; in the downtown area it pro-
vided the support for most of the early skyscrapers.
Indeed, in the earliest writings about subsoil condi-
tions in Chicago the crust was known as "hardpan."
The origins of the crust and of the buried stream
channels are very closely related. Both are asso-
ciated with the extreme low-water stages of Lake
Chicago that occurred during or subsequent to the
Calumet stage. The chronological history of the
Great Lakes (Hough 1953) indicates that during
the Calumet stage (El. +35) a northern outlet of
Lake Chicago was temporarily uncovered by the
glacial ice and permitted the level of the lake to
drop at least as low as El. -80. A similar occur-
rence took place after the Toleston stage. During
these low-water stages the shore line was far to
the north of Chicago, and the drainage of the
Chicago Area was concentrated into streams that
eroded relatively narrow but sometimes fairly deep
gulleys in the clays that then constituted the sur-
face soils. Moreover, the exposed surface of the
ground was subject to oxidation and desiccation.
These processes formed the desiccated crust. The
crust covered not only the flat parts of the ground
surface but also the sides of the eroded gulleys.
Evidently the readvances of the ice sheets per-
mitted a gradual rise of lake level, so that the
gulleys in the Chicago Area became choked with
organic deposits and silt. Upon the reestablishment
of the higher lake levels, beach sands and lake-
bottom deposits covered both the crust and the
channel deposits.
21. Buried Stream Channels
The deepest parts of the buried channels com-
monly consist of coarse to medium clean sands
which are not underlain by desiccated clay. These
represent the old stream beds. The rest of the
channel fill is likely to contain much organic mat-
ter, usually peaty at the top, and is likely to be
underlain by desiccated clay for a few feet. The
extent of the known valleys is shown on the map
of the surface of the clay, Fig. 21. In northern
Indiana, some very deep buried channel deposits are
known, but the data do not yet permit more than
a crude guess regarding the positions of the chan-
nels between points of specific information. There-
fore, in northern Indiana the map contains only
dashed lines suggestive of the general locality of
stream channels, together with the lowest elevations
at which stream-channel deposits have been found
at specific points.
The best-known system of buried channels is
located south and southwest of the Loop; it crosses
State St at about 16th St. No present surface
features seem connected with this valley. On the
other hand, the valley near the lake shore and
Irving Park Road was apparently the original
course of the north branch of the Chicago River
before it was deflected southward by the develop-
ment of the beaches.
The numerous deep borings in and near Indiana
Harbor that have encountered organic soils indi-
cate that an even more highly developed system of
channels may exist in that locality.
The significance of buried stream deposits in
foundation design can be inferred from Fig. 22. It
shows the strata .encountered by a boring from
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Fig. 22. Buried Stream Channel Deposit
which continuous samples were taken, and the
natural water contents of the samples. The verbal
descriptions of the materials are in themselves
cause for suspicion, and the erratic and very large
natural water contents leave no doubt as to the
treacherous nature of the deposit. This boring was
made in the alley west of Wabash Ave, 155 ft
north of 16th St. A similar boring, made 48 ft south
of the first, disclosed similar material. However, in
the second boring the surface of the stiff blue and
yellow clay was at El. -33.5 as compared to El.
-20.5 in the boring in Fig. 22. Thus, it appears
that Fig. 22 represents conditions above the sloping
bank of the old valley and not above the deepest
portion. The stiff blue and yellow clay mentioned
in the boring log is the desiccated clay crust on the
sides of the old stream channel.
Studies made by Otto indicate that the clay
adjoining a buried stream is stiffer than that at
short distances away. He concluded that the clay
on both sides of a stream channel was severely
desiccated for a horizontal distance of about 300 ft.
Thus if a buried till, the Deerfield for example,
were found to be stiffer in a given boring than is
usual in the immediate locality, one might suspect
the presence of a buried stream channel not more
than 300 ft from the boring. In addition, Otto con-
cluded that variations of 3 ft or more in the ele-
vation of the contact between sand and till within
a small area reliably indicate that buried gullies
or stream channels are located nearby (Otto 1942,
p. 48).
The channel deposits are extremely compressible
even under moderate loads. If a buried channel is
known to exist under the site of a building, the
builder has little alternative but to support the
proposed structure on piles or piers extending
through the soft material to a stiff stratum. Settle-
ments as large as 8 ft have been experienced by
structures resting above buried stream deposits, and
several complete foundation failures have occurred
in northern Indiana. When only a portion of a
structure rests above the soft material, the differ-
ential settlement is likely to be very large.
22. Desiccated Clay Crust
The desiccated clay crust has been found in all
parts of the Chicago Area except along the present
lake shore and in northern Indiana. Its absence
near the lake is attributed to wave erosion during
the Calumet and Toleston stages. Figure 14 shows
the approximate boundary of the crust. To the
east of this boundary, the uppermost clays are
always soft to very soft.
As the distance from the lake shore increases,
the degree of desiccation becomes more pronounced.
It may be noted on Fig. 13 that the crust becomes
increasingly harder from east to west. At the
western end of the profile, hard yellow clay is en-
countered; this is an indication of severe desicca-
tion. Extreme desiccation has also taken place in
the northern part of the area, as shown on Figs. 2
and 9. The desiccation here, however, began as soon
as deposition occurred, because the soil was not
submerged even by the waters of the Glenwood
stage.
The average thickness of the desiccated clay
crust is between 3 and 6 ft, but occasionally it is
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as great as 10 ft. The soil profiles show its thick-
ness along several sections through the subsoil.
No desiccated clay has been found in northern
Indiana. Since the surface of the clay lies fairly
consistently between El. -20 and El. -40, and
since during the low-water stages the level is be-
lieved to have dropped to El. -80 or below, it is
probable that the upper portion of the clay was
desiccated and subsequently removed by wave
erosion.
Studies of the composition of the desiccated clay
indicate that it does not differ from that of the
underlying softer clay. In those parts of the area
that were not subjected to severe desiccation, the
clay is usually gray witih yellow spots or streaks.
The amount of yellow clay depends upon the degree
of desiccation; in those areas where prolonged
desiccation has prevailed, the clay is almost com-
pletely yellow. The yellow color can be ascribed
to the oxidation of iron compounds in the clay. The
consistency varies from medium to hard, but the
major portion is stiff. Figure 10 shows that the clay
lying immediately below the sand and fill along
downtown State St is predominantly stiff blue clay,
but stretches of medium blue clay are not uncom-
mon. Figure 12 shows that the desiccated crust
along Elston Ave is composed of stiff blue clay
for about one-half the length of the route and very
stiff blue clay for the rest. The boring logs used for
this profile indicate that the consistency of the
crust varies erratically between stiff and very stiff,
with occasional hard clay. However, the stiff clay
predominates along the south half of the route, and
the very stiff along the north half. The compressive
strength gradually decreases with depth as the
desiccated clay crust merges into the relatively un-
altered softer clay below.
The stiff desiccated clay crust acts like a raft
beneath structures founded on it. Its bearing
capacity is usually sufficiently great to carry mod-
erately high loads. However, it transfers the im-
posed loads onto the underlying compressible clay,
and more foundation problems have probably
arisen from the compression of the underlying clay
than from weakness of the stiff crust.
Investigations made during the construction of
the Initial System of Subways showed that the
desiccated clay crust contributes materially to the
shearing resistance of the mass of clay that tends to
descend into a tunnel or slide into an open cut
(Terzaghi 1942, Terzaghi 1943, Peck 1943). How-
ever, the crust commonly contains a network of
ancient shrinkage cracks and root holes. These dis-
continuities appreciably weaken the clay. As a
consequence, the strength of the crust is signifi-
cantly smaller than that of intact small samples
cut from it. Moreover, the desiccated clay is rela-
tively brittle. Hence, deformations may crack the
crust and thus reduce its contribution to the total
shearing resistance of the entire clay deposit (Wu.
and Berman, 1953).
VII. COMPRESSIBLE CLAYS
On the soil profiles included in this bulletin,
distinctions are made among the very soft, soft,
and medium blue clays. In this manner, the boring
data are expressed more specifically, and the pro-
files are made more complete. However, if a struc-
ture is to be erected above a deposit of these clays,
consideration must be given to the settlement con-
tributed by the clays of all three consistencies,
because the contribution of each may be appre-
ciable. Therefore, for the purpose of discussing the
clay that is responsible for most of the foundation
problems in the Chicago Area, the very soft, soft,
and medium clays are treated as a unit and are
designated as the "compressible clay." It is con-
venient to define the compressible clay as that
which has an unconfined compressive strength less
than 1.0 ton per sq ft.
23. Distribution and Thickness
The distribution and thickness of the compres-
sible clay can best be studied by referring to the
profiles and maps. Figure 14 is a contour map of
the thickness of the compressible deposit. The dots
represent the borings or groups of borings that
provided the data required for drawing the con-
tours. By observing the distribution of the dots,
the reader can deduce which sections of the contour
lines are reliable and which represent interpolations
between widely spaced borings. It may be noted
that the area bounded by Chicago Ave, Halsted St,
Cermak Road, and Lake Michigan contains no
dots. The number of boring logs in this area is so
great that the contours are everywhere based on
a multiplicity of evidence. This fact also explains
the greater detail in the area. A contour interval
of 10 ft was chosen for the maps; in most regions
the accuracy is of the order of the contour interval.
In general, the compressible clay is limited to a
zone extending five miles or less from the lake
shore. Only between Madison and Cermak Road is
it found as far as 6 miles inland. The compressible
clay is present as far north as Lake Ave in Wil-
mette. At the campus of Northwestern University,
a little more than a mile south of Lake Ave, the
deposit is as much as 50 ft thick. This is the maxi-
mum thickness known in the Chicago Area. The
thickness gradually decreases south of Evanston,
and at Lawrence Ave it is about 20 ft. Between
Lawrence Ave and Irving Park Road the deposit
is less than 10 ft thick. As the downtown district
is approached, the thickness increases again, and
the greatest thickness observed in this district is
about 45 ft. At no place in the downtown district
is the compressible clay deposit less than 20 ft
thick. It is 30 to 40 ft thick in most of the district.
The thickness of the compressible clay decreases
from the downtown district both to the west and to
the south. South of 55th St only a few of the bor-
ings lying within the zero contour encountered
compressible clay, and the compressible deposit
terminates entirely at about 83rd St.
Compressible clays are encountered again near
the shore of the lake south of the mouth of the
Calumet River. The thickness increases rapidly to
about 30 ft east of Indianapolis and Kennedy Aves
in Indiana. About 35 ft of compressible clay are
found beneath most of the northern part of Gary.
Figure 14 demonstrates that there are three
areas where the compressible clay is unusually
thick. It is significant that at all three locations the
surface of the bedrock is unusually low. In all three
areas the general soil profiles are roughly similar.
The compressible clays are usually underlain by
stiff, very stiff, and hard blue clay, and an erratic
deposit of sand, silt, gravel, and boulders often lies
immediately above the bedrock. These three regions,
in which the most adverse foundation conditions in
the Chicago Area prevail, are also three of the
most heavily loaded areas.
The depth to the compressible clay from the
ground surface is shown on the profiles and on
the logs of typical borings. If the elevation of the
ground surface is known, the approximate depth to
the compressible clay can be estimated by means
of the map, Fig. 21, which indicates the elevation of
the upper surface of the clay deposit, irrespective
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of the consistency of the clay. An allowance of
about 3 ft can be made for the thickness of the
desiccated crust where it is known to exist.
24. Description
Most of the compressible clay is gray, but
bluish gray and blue clays are not uncommon. The
clay is plastic and usually contains numerous small
shale pebbles and some sand. These give a gritty
appearance to a sample that has been freshly cut.
In addition, shale and limestone pebbles up to an
inch in diameter are frequently found, and even
large boulders are sometimes encountered. Sand
and silt pockets and lenses are common, and occa-
sionally there are small stratified deposits. With
reference to the pockets of sand, sand and gravel,
and silt, Smith reported (Smith 1928): "These
pockets vary in thickness from a few inches to
several feet; often they are dry; at other times they
are found saturated with water. At Michigan
Avenue and River Street (Wacker Drive), a pocket
of coarse sand 12 feet or more thick was encoun-
tered in a caisson; 20 feet away a similar pocket
5 feet thick, was encountered in the same zone and
probably it was the same pocket. Both were
entirely in the soft clay and were full of water."
The pockets are often of irregular shape.
Sketches of several encountered in the tunnels of
the State St subway near Chicago Ave are shown
in Fig. 23. Usually the grain size of the material
in any one pocket is quite uniform; one pocket may
consist of coarse sand whereas its neighbor may be
of very fine sand. In one instance a pocket about
1 ft in diam extended the full length of a small
tunnel 300 ft long. On the other hand, the pocket
of silt sketched in Fig. 23(d) had the form of a
vertical sheet not more than 1 in. thick.
Small inclusions of a brick-red clay are usually
present in the upper portion of the compressible
clay and are occasionally noted near its base. Dur-
ing the excavation of the subway tunnels, one rela-
tively large deposit of this clay was encountered in
the tunnel headings. It was first seen at El. -12 as
a band 1 ft thick across the upper portion of the
heading under N. Clybourn Ave near Ogden Ave,
and was later encountered in a similar position in
the heading of the adjacent tunnel.
25. Lacustrine Deposits
Waterlaid clays are not uncommon in the Chi-
cago Area, but they are usually not encountered in
large masses. Ordinarily, the lacustrine clays are
found between the various till sheets. It is believed
that these clays were deposited under the water of
Lake Chicago on the surface of the till when the
glacier had retreated slightly to the east and north.
When the glacier readvanced, the lacustrine clays
4,
Coarse Sand,
El -15, Grand Ave
Coarse Sand
El-15, Superior St
C '-S
K -I
Coarse Sand, El -/5, Superior St
d/
Silt, El -25, Huron St
Coarse Sand Sand
E/-/5, Grand Ave El-25, Erie S
Fig. 23. Pockets of Sand Encountered in Subway
Tunnels beneath State Street near Chicago Avenue
were either eroded from the underlying till and
incorporated in the ice with other debris or were
covered by the till laid down during the advance
of the ice. Although such clays have been encoun-
tered at various depths, they are most common
between the Blodgett and Deerfield tills. Occasion-
ally, lacustrine clays are found entirely within a
single till sheet.
The lacustrine deposits are very plastic blue
clays, devoid of pebbles or sand. Their consistency
depends on the depth below the ground surface.
Those found below the stiff Park Ridge till com-
54
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monly fall in the stiff classification, but those
underlying the Blodgett till are usually very soft
or soft.
26. Shearing Resistance - Unconfined
Compressive Strength
In connection with the analysis of measured
pressures against the temporary bracing for open
cuts and tunnels of the Initial System of Subways,
the shearing resistance of the plastic clays was
investigated. The results of this investigation indi-
cated that for all practical purposes the shearing
resistance can be considered approximately equal
to one half the unconfined compressive strength of
2-in. samples taken in thin-walled steel tubes (Peck
1943). Hence, the most convenient index to the
shearing strength of the compressible clay deposit.
is the compressive strength.
The profiles, Figs. 9 to 13, indicate only the
major fluctuations in the compressive strength.
However, details are shown on Fig. 24 for two
profiles along Congress St between LaSalle and
Sherman Sts. The information was obtained from
hand-carved samples extracted from caissons by
S. Berman, and from specimens taken while making
six borings that extended to bedrock. The profiles
are parallel and 60 ft apart. The very erratic varia-
tion in compressive strength at this location is
obvious. Moreover, even though the two profiles
represent the same till sheets, the contacts between
corresponding till sheets occur at quite different
levels. A study of Figs. 4 to 8 and 27 to 35 also
shows that the results of compression tests on
samples from individual borings vary as erratically
as the elevations of the contacts on Fig. 24. Hence,
it is apparent that an individual boring may reveal
local conditions quite different from the average.
The compressive strength of the clay in the
downtown area is statistically related to the natural
water content as shown in Fig. 25. This relationship
was studied by T. L. Speer. As shown by the dash-
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Fig. 24. Detailed Compressive Strength Profiles beneath LaSalle Street Railroad Station (500S, 200W)
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lines indicating the standard deviations, there is
considerable scattering from the mean.
27. Shearing Resistance - Triaxial
Compression Tests
The values of cohesion and friction for Chicago
clays have not been extensively investigated by
means of triaxial compression apparatus because
most practical problems can be solved on the as-
sumption that the shearing strength in the field is
equal to one-half the unconfined compressive
strength. However, the results of triaxial tests are
useful in comparing the compressible clays in Chi-
cago with those elsewhere.
The most extensive and precise series of tests
was carried out under the direction of Arthur Casa-
grande at Harvard University on samples furnished
by the Department of Subways and Superhighways.
Quick, consolidated-quick, and slow tests were per-
formed. The results are indicated in Fig. 26 in the
form of the rupture diagrams corresponding to
the three test conditions. It may be observed that
the angle of shearing resistance for the slow tests
was approximately 20 deg, for the consolidated-
quick tests approximately 11 deg, and for the quick
tests approximately 0 deg. The Atterberg limits and
natural water contents of the specimens are indi-
cated in the figure.
28. Water Content
Figures 4 and 8 and Figs. 27 to 35 show the
results of water content determinations made on
samples of the compressible clay. A series of in-
vestigations of the natural water content and its
K
Naturol Water Content, Percent
Fig. 25. Relationship between Water Content and
Compressive Strength of Clays near
Downtown Area
Normal Stress, Tons per Sq FR
Fig. 26. Results of Trioxial Compression Tests
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Fig. 27. Boring near Sheffield Avenue and Willow Street (1700N, 1000W)
variations in the compressible clay was made as a
part of the soil testing program for the subway
(Peck 1940). The tests were made along State St
between Illinois and Huron Sts. By comparing the
results of water content determinations for several
successive borings spaced at 300 ft, it was noted
that the compressible clay deposit in this locality
could be divided into two zones; an upper zone of
variability, and a lower zone of uniformity. The
former is encountered above El. -18 and the latter
between El. -18 and El. -34. The geological con-
ditions suggest that the variable clay is Blodgett
till, and the uniform clay is Deerfield till.
A detailed study of the nature of the variations
in the zone of variability was undertaken. The first
investigation involved the determination of the
variation in natural water content over a small
area of clay which appeared to be homogeneous. A
prism of clay 1 ft square and 4 in. thick was taken
from a subway heading. The test sample, 1 ft
square and % in. thick, was carved from the middle
of the prism, and was cut into 576 half-inch cubes.
The natural water content of each of these cubes
was determined, and a contour map was prepared
showing the variation in the 1-ft square. This map
is reproduced in Fig. 36. The mean water content
was 32.7 ± 1.32 percent (probable error) and the
actual range was from 25.3 to 36.3 percent. It was
concluded that variations of several percent in the
natural water content could not be considered sig-
nificant in the zone of variability.
The second investigation consisted of taking
samples on 6-in. centers in a 5-ft square on a
vertical face in one of the tunnels and determining
the water contents. These data were recorded in the
form of a contour map as shown in Fig. 37. Here
the. mean water content was 31.3 -± 1.8 percent
(probable error), and the range was from 21.6 to
35.4 percent. Certain samples containing silt pockets
were not considered in arriving at these values.
The third investigation consisted of taking
samples for water-content determinations at 6-in.
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Fig. 28. Boring on Division Street near Milwaukee Avenue (1200N, 1600W)
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Fig. 30. Boring on Lake Street at West Bank of Chicago River (200N, 400W)
intervals on three vertical lines in the crown and
intermediate faces at eight consecutive positions of
one of the subway headings. The positions were 5
ft apart. The vertical lines were considered to be
the axes of borings that might have been made.
Their locations in the heading are shown in Fig.
38(a). The average natural water content in each
face was computed for each hypothetical boring.
The straight lines in Fig. 38(b) and 38(c) connect
the points representing the average water contents
at corresponding elevations, as determined from the
two closest borings. At the appropriate locations
between the borings, the maximum and minimum
values of the average water contents have been
plotted for each face at each position of the head-
ing. Figure 38(b) and 38(c) show that the varia-
tions in water contents between borings spaced as
close as 5 ft may be as great as those between bor-
Medium blue and yellow clay, some fine sand
Water Content Percent
/0 20 30 40
1
I
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ings 300 ft apart. The tests also demonstrate that
results from an individual boring may not be repre-
sentative of the average water content near the
boring, and that they should be compared with
those from adjacent borings before an estimate of
the average value is made.
One investigation of the variation in the water
content was undertaken within the zone of uni-
formity. For a depth of 18 in., the water content
was determined at %-in. intervals. The maximum
value was 27.1 percent and the minimum 24.1 per-
cent, with an average of about 25.8 percent. The
water content of the clay in this zone is remarkably
uniform in spite of the presence of sand grains and
shale pebbles.
These investigations strikingly illustrate the
fundamental differences in the character of two
separate sheets of glacial till that appear identical
to the naked eye. At this location, the Blodgett till
has an inherently erratic distribution of water
content, whereas the Deerfield is exceptionally
uniform.
29. Compression Index
Chicago engineers are now well aware that the
compressible clay deposit is the primary source of
the settlement of structures founded above it. Cal-
culations based on settlement records and test data
have shown that over 80 percent of the observed
settlement of certain buildings in the downtown
district can be ascribed to the compressible clay.
Although heavy structures are now commonly
founded on piles or piers extending to stiffer strata
or bedrock, settlement forecasts are occasionally
useful. Hence, a knowledge of the compression
index and its relationship to other soil properties
is of practical importance.
The most accurate method for determining the
average value of the compression index is to per-
form a series of consolidation tests on representa-
tive samples. The results of a number of such tests,
in the form of e-log p curves, are plotted in Fig. 39.
The tests were performed on handcut samples taken
during the construction of the Chicago subway,
and the specimens were selected to include most of
Compressive Strength, Tons/Ft2
0 / 2 3
Fig. 31. Borings at Hoisted and Congress Streets and at 13th and State Streets (500S, 800W)
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Fig. 32. Borings at State Street near Congress Street (4505) and at Lake Street and Racine Avenue (200N, 1200W)
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Fig. 33. Borings at State and Hubbard Streets (450N) and State and Washington Streets (100N)
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Fig. 34. Borings at Division and Dearborn Streets (1200N, 100W) and Clybourn Avenue and Lorrabee Street (1400N, 600W)
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Fig. 35. Bowings at State Street and Chicago Avenue (800N) and on May Street near Chicago Avenue (800N, I100W)
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Fig. 36. Variation in Natural Water Content in Area I Foot Square
the varieties of compressible clay as well as stiffer
materials encountered. Curves representing several
tests performed on Chicago clays by Rutledge
(1936) are also included.
The cost of consolidation tests is large in com-
parison with that of the more common soil tests
and may be out of proportion to the total engineer-
ing costs for a given structure. However, the
compression index, Co, is statistically related to the
initial void ratio of the clay and, hence, to the nat-
Fig. 37. Variation in Natural Water Content in Area 5 Feet Square
ural water content. One form of this relationship
is shown graphically in Fig. 40, wherein the
quantity Cc/(1 + co), known as the compression
ratio, is plotted as a function of the initial void
ratio eo. On the assumption that eo = 2.8w, the
compression index and the natural water content
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Fig. 38. Average Water Contents of Samples from
Heading of Tunnel
(expressed as a ratio rather than a percentage) are
related by the equation
CG = 1.766w2 + 0.593w - 0.0135
This expression is a simple but highly re-
liable relationship that commonly makes unneces-
sary the performance of consolidation tests on the
compressible clays from the downtown district. It
has not yet been verified for clays from the Evans-
ton area or from the industrial region south of the
lake. Settlement records and construction experi-
ence suggest that the compressiblity of the softer
clays in Evanston is similar to that of the clays in
the downtown district. In northern Indiana, how-
ever, it is likely that the clays have been precom-
pressed, perhaps under the weight of sand dunes
and beaches subsequently eroded, and that the
_ verage from Adjacent Borinas Special Tests
El -12.5 to E/-25 Ma
MMi
(c) Inlermedlole FaceI I/00 200
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30. Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index
The liquid limit of the compressible clay is
variable but to a lesser extent than the natural
water content. Figures 27 to 35 show the results of
liquid limit tests on samples from 14 rather evenly
distributed borings made in the downtown district,
and Fig. 8 shows the results for a limited number of
samples from northern Indiana. The value of the
liquid limit is on the average about 32 percent, but
it varies in a general way with the natural water
content. From the results of 700 individual deter-
minations, T. L. Speer obtained the following rela-
tionship between the liquid limit, Le, and natural
water content, w:
0.2-0
G ill- ...... 
-.- ... -- - -
IN I III I
HI " .11 ÷I-
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00/ 00501 05 10 50 /00 500
Pressure - Tons/ Square Foot
Sample Location El. CCD L, w
/ Cana/lport 8 Peoria - 12 57 45.5
2 12th 8 State - 8 43 40.8
3 330 S. Wabash -20 38 33.0
4 Grand 8 State -12 31/ 27.9
5 Milwaukee 8 Lake -55 3/ 25.8
6 38th a Kedzie - 13 24 14.5
7 Division 8 State -75 23 /./
Fig. 39. Typical Results of Consolidation Tests
compressibility of the clays in this area is appre-
ciably less than in the Loop.
Carefully conducted consolidation tests of the
compressible clays in and near the downtown
region indicate that the preconsolidation load, de-
fined as the maximum vertical pressure to which the
clay has ever been subjected, is approximately
equal to the present effective overburden pressure.
Even near the base of the deposit, where the un-
confined compressive strength may range from 0.7
to 1.0 ton per sq ft, the preconsolidation load as
determined by laboratory tests seldom exceeds the
present effective overburden pressure by more than
25 percent.
.0
I1
t3
jE
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/0
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0.90
/I D1 L_ = 0.82w + 12.0(.•L/.-'
The values showed a considerable scattering from
the average.
The plastic limit is much less variable than the
liquid limit, as shown in Figs. 27 to 35. Its average
value is about 17 percent. A very good statistical
relationship exists between the plasticity index,
/1/
_4 __/ _
08.
0.4 ---
0.2
0 -
0 005 0.10 0.15 0.20 025 0300.35
Values of Cc/ +eo
Fig. 40. Relation between Initial Void Ratio and Compression Ratio
I,,, and the liquid limit, as shown in Fig. 41 (Peck
1940). It is expressed by the equation
I, = 0.7043L, - 7.85 (6)
Since the plasticity index I, = L., - P,, the plastic
limit can be expressed algebraically as
P„ = 0.2957L. + 7.85 (7)
I- INJ N
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These equations represent the actual test values so
accurately that the plastic limit is usually calcu-
lated rather than determined from tests. The values
of the plastic limit represented by open circles in
Fig. 33 were calculated from Eq. 7.
Samples of the red clay from the tunnel heading
near Clybourn and Ogden Aves had a natural water
content of 34.6 percent and an unconfined com-
pressive strength of 0.64 ton per sq ft. Determina-
tions of the liquid and plastic limits indicated that
the points representing the red clay lie above the
line representing the relation between plasticity
index and liquid limit for ordinary Chicago clays,
Fig. 41.
31. Stress-Strain Characteristics
The consistency of the compressible clay is such
that it can be hand-excavated by means of clay
knives. In tunnels, deep open cuts, and shafts for
piers, precautions must be taken to prevent the
squeezing of the clay into the excavation. In built-
Limit, Percent
quid Limit and Plasticity Index
up areas the tendency to squeeze is of primary
concern because of the settlement due to the loss
of ground and the resulting damage to adjacent
structures founded on shallow footings.
The stress-strain curves in Fig. 42 indicate that
the maximum shearing resistance of undisturbed
samples is attained at small deformations. With
reference to the behavior of large masses of the
clay during tunneling operations, K. Terzaghi
(1943) reported, "The soft Chicago clay in an
undisturbed state behaves like a solid material with
a high modulus of elasticity. On a tunnel with a
width of 20 feet, deformations of a few inches seem
to suffice to stress the clay to the point of incipient
failure. Hence, by reducing the movements of the
clay toward the tunnel to the smallest amount com-
patible with the method of construction, everything
can be gained and nothing is lost." The beneficial
results of restricting the deformation can also be
realized in open-cut construction.
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32. Other Physical Properties
a. Coefficient of Consolidation. In order to cal-
culate the rate at which a clay will consolidate, it
is necessary to determine its coefficient of consolida-
tion, c,. In a study made by Chang (1945), it was
found that the average value of c, for clays in the
Chicago Area is 0.0123 sq in. per min with a varia-
S,*
0 4 8 /2 /6 20
Stroin, Percent
Fig. 42. Stress-Strain Curves
tion from the average of ±50 percent. The water
contents of the samples tested ranged between 23.7
and 54.6 percent.
b. Sensitivity. The sensitivity of a clay is meas-
ured by the ratio of the unconfined compressive
strength of an "undisturbed" sample to that of the
sample after it has been remolded at constant
water content. Figure 42 shows the effect of re-
molding on the strength of hand-carved samples
taken from open cuts or tunnel headings. The
sensitivity is approximately 4.
A somewhat more precise method of investigat-
ing the stress-strain characteristics and the sensi-
tivity is the use of a rotating vane devised by
Swedish engineers in 1947 (Cadling and Odenstad,
1950), and first used in Chicago in 1949 (Schles-
inger and Vey, 1949). The device consists of a pair
of thin blades mounted on a vertical shaft as
shown in Fig. 43. It can be inserted into the clay
beneath a cased drillhole with negligible disturbance
to the clay. It is then rotated. The shearing
\
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Fig. 43. Principle and Results of Vane Test
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strength of the soil on a cylindrical surface cir-
cumscribing the vane can be computed from values
of the torque required to twist the shaft, and ac-
curate plots can be made of the shearing stress as a
function of angular displacement. If the vane is
rotated very rapidly for several complete turns, the
soil becomes remolded and a stress-displacement
curve can be obtained for the same soil in a re-
molded condition. Thus, a direct measure of sensi-
tivity is possible.
The results of a typical vane test in medium
clay, directly east of the Art Institute in Grant
Park (200 S, 400 E), at El. -17, are shown in
Fig. 43. The rather brittle character of the truly
undisturbed clay is apparent. The sensitivity is
about 4. The maximum sensitivity obtained thus
far from vane tests in Chicago is 8, with the large
majority of values between 3 and 5.
c. Specific Gravity of Solids. Various investi-
gators have determined the specific gravity of the
solid constituents of the compressible clay. The
value ranges from 2.70 to 2.80, with an average
value of about 2.74.
'e, Millimeters
es of Upper Clay Deposits
d. Grain Size. The grain-size distribution of
samples of clay from various elevations is shown in
Fig. 44. It is significant that curves A, B, and C
are strikingly similar. Curve A represents a partly
desiccated clay of medium consistency, while
Curves B and C represent unaltered clays of soft
and medium consistencies respectively. Samples A
and probably B are of Blodgett till and C is of
Deerfield till. Curves D and E represent two older
till sheets, probably the Tinley and Valparaiso
respectively.
A series of gravel-content determinations was
made on samples from a boring at 13th and State
Sts. All particles with a diameter over 2 mm were
considered gravel, and their percentage (by weight)
of the total solid matter was computed. The results
are shown in Fig. 31.
e. Mineralogical Composition. Differential ther-
mal analyses have shown that the very fine frac-
tion of the clay in the Chicago Area is illite. It has
also been found that the particles near the bound-
ary between clay size and silt size are composed
chiefly of mica.
VIII. STIFF AND VERY STIFF CLAYS
The stiff and very stiff clays are considered
together because of their similar origin and similar
influence on foundation design. Geological evidence
(Otto 1942) indicates that most of the stiff and
very stiff clays consist of Park Ridge till. A small
portion of the very stiff clay may be Tinley till.
Only light structures are usually founded above
the compressible clay on the sand or stiff crust. For
most foundations, therefore, it is necessary to ob-
tain support below the compressible clay in the
stiff and very stiff strata, on the hard clay, or on
bedrock. The stiff and very stiff strata commonly
provide the support for wood piles. The subway
tunnels are located almost entirely in the compres-
sible clay but are generally founded on the stiff
clay.
33. Location and Thickness
The stiff or very stiff clay exists nearly every-
where under the compressible clay. In the few
places where the stiff clay is absent, there is usually
very stiff clay, and often both are present at the
same location. As shown on Fig. 9, the surface of
this deposit is at about El. -40 in the downtown
district of Chicago and at about El. -30 in
Evanston. Between Belmont and Bryn Mawr Aves
it rises to El. -16. To the south and west of the
downtown district the surface of the deposit grad-
ually rises, and beyond the extremities of the
compressible clay it becomes the surface deposit if
sand and fill are not present. Where the Park
Ridge till is at the surface, it shows signs of desic-
cation similar to that of the stiff clay crust on the
compressible clay, and it is commonly very stiff as
shown on Fig. 13.
It should be emphasized that although the con-
tacts between the various strata are irregular, they
are much more uniform than most of the profiles
imply. Below the main profile on Fig. 10 is a sim-
plified profile that indicates more realistically the
magnitude of the variations in elevations. It shows
the ground surface, the base of the compressible
clay (or the surface of the stiff and very stiff
clay), and the surface of the bedrock. By compar-
ing this profile with the detailed one above, the
distortion due to the difference in the scales can be
appreciated. Even for the simplified profile the
vertical scale is four times that of the horizontal.
34. Physical Properties
The transition from compressible clay to stiff or
very stiff clay is often not apparent to the eye but
can be defined on the basis of the physical proper-
ties. The materials above and below the contact
both consist of silty gray clay with shale pebbles,
but the stiff clay has a lower water content and
is more variable in character. In addition, it is
sandier than the compressible clay and contains
more pebbles of shale and limestone, more seams
and pockets of silt, and more lenses of sand. The
sand, silt, and gravel pockets in the stiff and very
stiff clay may be very irregular in shape, their
thickness may be from several inches to more than
10 ft, and their length may be from several feet to
a block long. Often they are dry, but if they con-
tain water, they may act as quicksand and cause
serious problems.
The change to stiff clay is clearly shown by a
decrease in the natural water content to values
varying from about 18 to 22 percent. Like the
compressible clays, the stiff and very stiff clays
are completely or almost completely saturated. The
stiff and very stiff clays can be mined with a hand
spade, but air spades are frequently employed.
In some locations where the stiff clays form the
surface soils west of the region of the compressible
clays (Fig. 14), the upper 10 to 15 ft are signifi-
cantly weakened by numerous ancient crawfish
holes, often spaced as close as about 2 ft. Each
hole is about 2 in. in diam and is filled with very
soft organic silt. The surrounding soil is usually
appreciably softened within a radius of about 6 in.
The holes. terminate abruptly at a constant level,
about El. +20. This suggests that the crawfish
flourished during the Toleston stage of Lake Chi-
cago and did not burrow deeper than the lake level
at that time. The frequency of occurrence and the
extent of the softening of the clay due to the craw-
fish can best be judged by examination of the sides
and bottom of a test pit.
IX. HARD CLAY AND UNDERLYING GRANULAR DEPOSITS
35. Hard Clay
Clays with an unconfined compressive strength
of 4 or more tons per sq ft or a standard penetra-
tion resistance of 30 or more blows per ft are
classified as hard in this study. Except where bed-
rock is abnormally high, such clays underlie the
soft and stiff clays almost everywhere in the Chi-
cago Area.
The approximate elevations at which the upper
surface of the hard clay is encountered are shown
in Fig. 45. Along the lake from Evanston to Cer-
mak Road, the surface lies fairly consistently
between El. -40 and El. -60; there is a general
rise to the west. Hard clay is much shallower from
Cermak Road south to Lake Calumet. From Lake
Calumet to the eastern limits of Gary, there is a
gentle decline from about El. -30 to El. -100.
Although the map indicates a fairly consistent
pattern at a contour interval of 10 ft, the accuracy
with which the elevation of the hard clay can be
determined from the map is in many localities not
as great as the contour interval. The map, Fig. 45,
possesses, in fact, inherently greater uncertainties
than any of the other maps. This is due in part
to the nature of the hard clay itself, and in part to
local extreme variations in the elevation of the
surface.
In many parts of the downtown area the transi-
tion from the stiff and very stiff clays to the hard
clay is sharp and distinct. It is associated with a
marked increase in strength and decrease in water
content. The clay immediately below the stiff and
very stiff clays usually has a strength ranging from
4.0 to about 6.6 tons per sq ft. It is too hard to be
excavated with an ordinary spade; an air spade is
commonly used today, whereas in the past the
common tool was the mattock or grub. Hence the
hard clay has often been called grubbing clay. Its
natural water content is, on the average, about 14
percent. The deposit is sandy and gray in color. It
contains more fragments of rock than the overlying
softer clays, and stones and boulders are frequently
found. This part of the hard clay deposits is be-
lieved to be of Tinley age. A~s shown on Figs. 9 and
12, extensive deposits of gray sand or silt are some-
times present between the very stiff and hard clay
deposits. These pockets usually contain a consider-
able amount of silt and are ordinarily saturated.
The lower portion of the hard clay in the down-
town region is commonly much harder than the
upper; its compressive strength varies up to 17
tons per sq ft. It can be excavated with a pick or
air spade, but is too hard and stony to grub. Its
water content is about 11 percent and the degree
of saturation about 90 to 95 percent. The composi-
tion of this clay is very erratic, and its surface is
uneven. It contains a mixture of sand, rock frag-
ments, and boulders cemented by hard gray clay.
Where the clay content is high the hardness is
generally not so great as elsewhere. Quite often,
hard dry compact silt is found below the upper
portion of the hard clay deposit, instead of the
lower hard clay. The silt deposits and the lower
part of the hard clay are believed to be of Val-
paraiso age.
In some parts of the downtown section, and in
many other parts of the Chicago Area, the transi-
tion from very stiff to hard clay is gradual and
uncertain. In many borings the compressive
strength varies from 3 to 5 tons per sq ft and the
standard penetration resistance from 20 to 100
blows per ft in an erratic manner throughout a
vertical distance of as much as 20 ft, and occa-
. sionally 40 ft. In these localities the interpretation
of the older non-quantitative boring and caisson
logs is highly equivocal; even when quantitative
information is available the elevation of the contact
selected for construction of the map is subject to
personal judgment. Hence, Fig. 45 should be used
with caution. It cannot be considered more than a
crude guide to the length of piles or the depth of
piers to hard clay.
One of the more complex regions illustrative of
the preceding description is the vicinity of the
Medical Center north of Roosevelt Road and west
of Ashland Ave. Conditions in this area have been
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extensively explored by means of the standard
penetration test. The results of one group of 7 bor-
ings made on a single site 700 ft square are shown
graphically in Fig. 46.
In one of the borings, hard clays with a re-
sistance of more than 50 blows per ft were en-
countered at all levels below El. -31, whereas in
another no clays with resistance greater than 30
blows per ft were found above El. -46. Thus, the
elevation of the surface of hard clay appears to
vary more than 15 ft on this one site. These condi-
tions are by no means unusual.
In northern Indiana the transition from stiff to
hard clays is generally very abrupt and the eleva-
tions of the contact are well defined. On the other
hand, the lack of data from large portions of the
area leaves considerable room for further infor-
mation.
Pockets of methane gas are frequently en-
countered in and below the hard clay in various
sections of the Chicago Area. Although the pockets
are usually small and do not contain large quanti-
ties of gas, they represent a great hazard to caisson
workers. The gas is usually under pressure, and
when a pocket is encountered, the gas flows readily
into the borehole or caisson. On several occasions
workmen have suffocated on account of the release
of gas into caissons.
In parts of the downtown district where the
hard clay deposit is underlain by granular mate-
rial, the very hard portion varies greatly in thick-
ness. It has been known to vary from a foot to
12 ft or more under a single building site. (Smith
1928, p. 75.)
The hard clay has commonly served in the past
to support piers and in some instances, long high-
one of generally hard clays
ne stiff clays
-- 
-
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capacity piles. The great depth to bedrock, and the
difficulties associated with penetrating the saturated
granular material frequently found between the
hard clay and the bedrock, have made the hard
clay an attractive base. Concrete piles bearing on
the hard clay have been designed to carry as much
as 60 tons (ENR 1946).
36. Underlying Granular Deposits
Below the hard clay deposit in parts of the
downtown district there is an extensive deposit of
sand, silt and gravel. Boulders of considerable size
are common. The deposit is almost always satur-
ated and is quite pervious. Immediately above the
surface of the bedrock, large fragments of rock may
be tilted at various angles.
The approximate distribution of the granular
deposit along the lines of the profiles is shown on
Figs. 9 and 13. It is present only in the deep valleys
in the bedrock.
In its natural bed, this deposit appears to be
dense and compact, but it has caused considerable
trouble when attempts have been made to excavate
through it. The sand and silt frequently become
quick, and tight sheeting is required. On some occa-
sions, gravel deposits have yielded excessive quanti-
ties of water and have required the pumping of
as many as 500 gal per min (Springer 1908).
Although the granular deposit is usually satu-
rated, there is no evidence that it communicates
hydraulically with the Chicago River or Lake
Michigan. This curious situation was noted during
the construction of tunnels under the Chicago River
shortly after the turn of the century. A tunnel was
to be excavated 85 ft below datum at the Washing-
ton Street crossing. However, when saturated sand,
gravel, and silt were encountered at this elevation,
it was decided to construct the tunnel at El. -72
through the stratum of hard clay. Several years
after its completion, the tunnel became nearly
filled with water from fire-fighting equipment being
used in the neighborhood. Before auxiliary pumping
units could be installed, it was noticed that the
water level began to recede. In two days all the
water had disappeared into the sand and gravel
underlying the tunnel. In a similar tunnel, located
at El. -43 under the river at Clybourn Place,
drains were placed in the shaft at each end to per-
mit the downward escape of water and the tunnel
was always dry. The groundwater table in the sand
below this tunnel was a few inches below the
tunnel floor.
In connection with the Washington Street tun-
nel, another significant phenomenon occurred. In
1928, shafts for the piers of a building were sunk
to bedrock; one of these was only 31/2 ft from the
tunnel. Difficulty was experienced in excavating
the shafts through the pervious strata below the
hard clay and pumping was required. Large quanti-
ties of sand and silt were pumped out with the
water. Shortly after the shaft was completed, cracks
were noticed in the tunnel, and a detailed survey
revealed that the tunnel had subsided. The pumping
of sand and silt from under the hard clay upon
which the tunnel rested had left extensive voids,
and the hard clay settled into the voids.
On the basis of this experience it is apparent
that, before a decision is made to establish a foun-
dation on hard clay where it overlies sand and
gravel, the possibility should be considered that
deeper excavations may be made nearby in the
future. These excavations may cause the under-
mining of the hard clay and lead to excessive settle-
ment of the structure it supports.
X. BEDROCK
37. Depth to Bedrock
Prior to the glacial epoch the Chicago Area
possessed a topography of considerable relief. The
surface soils were probably thin and were derived
from the underlying shale and limestone. Several
major valleys in the bedrock crossed the region.
The glaciers advanced into these valleys as they
overrode the region and scoured off the original
soils and shale, leaving the Niagaran limestone
covered with glacial debris. The valleys themselves
were widened and deepened by the erosive action
of the ice.
Thus, the present topography of the bedrock is
very irregular. This is shown on the various pro-
files. Bedrock highs occur at several places, includ-
ing the vicinity of Stony Island and Yates Aves,
Chicago and Western Aves, and near Halsted and
23rd Sts. The lowest known elevation in the down-
town area is El. -135 at Chicago Ave and the lake
shore. Other low elevations exist beneath the busi-
ness district of Evanston and in northern Indiana.
No map of the bedrock is presented in this
study because such a map is under preparation by
the Illinois State Geological Survey.
38. Surface of Bedrock
In addition to major irregularities, the elevation
of the surface of the rock in some places exhibits
large local variations. These have been described
by Smith (1928): "A variation of several feet in
elevation in the rock surface is usually found in the
average building site in the city, as shown in the
following instance:
Building Variation
Fisher Bldg. Annex 6 ft 6 in.
C & N.W. Ry. Bldg. 5 ft 3 in.
Harris Trust Bank Bldg. 6 ft 9 in.
C & N.W. Ry. Depot Site 9 ft 7 in.
City Hall 12 ft 2 in.
County Bldg. 11 ft 8 in.
Gunther Bldg. 2 ft 2 in.
"At Homan Ave and Hirsch St, the rock
outcrops and is a foot or so above the sidewalk;
200 ft from this outcrop a boring was made to a
depth of 25 ft below the sidewalk without encoun-
tering the ledge."
In general, it is not advisable to draw any
conclusions concerning the elevation of the surface
of the rock in a given locality on the basis of the
information shown on the profiles. For example,
according to Fig. 9, the bedrock at 48th and State
Sts is about El. -56, and no bedrock high
would be anticipated in the locality. Yet at 48th
and Wentworth Ave, only three blocks west, the
bedrock is at El. +3. Within one block either to
the north or south of this peak, the surface of the
rock drops to El. -25.
Except in areas where the glaciers deposited
large quantities of granular material, the contact
between the bedrock and the overlying clay till is
distinct. Any weathered or decayed portions of the
limestone that may have existed in pre-glacial times
were completely removed by the glaciers.
39. Physical Properties
Many of the very heavy buildings in the area
are founded on the limestone bedrock. In spite of
the small joints and fissures usually observed in its
surface, the limestone is ordinarily considered to be
sufficiently strong to support practically any load
that can be transmitted to it. It can certainly sup-
port any load that a concrete pier can carry. The
thickness of the limestone bedrock has no effect on
foundation design, for it is known to vary from
215 to 450 ft. It is also known from logs of several
thousand deep wells that the upper 5 to 20 ft of the
limestone are quite pervious and are water-bearing.
The artesian pressure that existed in the bedrock
when the area was first settled has been dissipated
by steady pumping from these wells.
XI. FILL
40. Fills for Raising City Grade
The established sidewalk grade in downtown
Chicago varies generally from El. +14 to +15.
Since the original ground surface varied from
almost lake level in slough areas to approximately
El. +12, the depth of fill ranges from about 3 to
15 ft. In most parts of the downtown region the
thickness is about 7 ft. The surficial fills rarely
have an influence on foundation design. Hence, they
are not given specific attention in this study. Their
thickness is added to that of the sand deposits in
Fig. 17. Fill, sometimes relatively deep, is also to
be expected along the Chicago and Calumet Rivers.
41. Changes in the Lake Front
Along much of the lake front, the shoreline has
been moved toward the lake either by training
works or by filling. The most significant changes
have been made near the downtown section and in
the industrial region of northern Indiana.
The original shore line, in 1821, from about
Roosevelt Road to Chicago Ave was located be-
tween 300 and 500 ft east of Michigan Ave. The
Chicago River was deflected abruptly to the south
by an off-shore sandbar that forced the mouth of
the river south about to Monroe St. The present
river entrance was formed by dredging between
1830 and 1837.
North of the river, the triangular area between
the old shore line, the river, and the present Lake
Shore Drive is known as Streeterville. It consists
entirely of reclaimed land, formed between 1821
and 1900 partly by accretion and partly by dry
filling. Old docks and piles are frequently encoun-
tered in excavations in this area.
In 1869, the Illinois Central Railroad was
constructed from about Roosevelt Road to Ran-
dolph St on a timber trestle in the lake at a dis-
tance of about 500 ft from Michigan Ave. The area
west of the trestle was rapidly filled. Subsequently,
the remaining area of Grant Park was reclaimed
by dry filling, to a considerable extent with clay
from excavations in the city.
Much filling was done in the swampy areas of
northern Indiana during construction of the steel
mills and other industrial plants in this locality.
The fill was commonly sand and often can hardly
be differentiated from the original sandy subsoil
except where organic matter was buried beneath
the fill.
42. Clay Pits and Quarries
In those parts of the Chicago Area where bed-
rock is shallow, quarries have been developed at
various times. In other areas the clay was utilized
for manufacture of bricks, and extensive excava-
tions were sometimes made. Some of these exca-
vated areas remain unfilled today, whereas others
have been filled. Inasmuch as the fill material
often consisted of refuse of all kinds, the filled
areas commonly present serious foundation prob-
lems.
The known open pits and filled areas have been
located on Fig. 21. It is probable that the records
of some of the old clay pits have not been pre-
served, and other filled areas may exist.
APPENDIX I: SOURCES OF INFORMATION: Boring Procedure and Sources of Data
The subsoil of the downtown section of the city
of Chicago has been explored frequently and the
conditions existing there are relatively well known.
In general, the concentration of borings decreases
as the distance from the downtown section in-
creases. A conception of the distribution of the
borings can be obtained from Fig. 14. However, the
borings shown on this figure are not all of those
available, but only those that furnished reliable
information concerning the specific features with
which the figure is concerned.
The 6464 borings for which logs were available
were made by various agencies and organizations
each of which employed its own procedure for
sampling and classifying the soil. The borings have
been classified into the following groups: Shelby
tube, R. C. Smith, Gow, Knapp, and Miscellaneous.
No attempt has been made to identify the types
of borings used on the profiles and maps. Neverthe-
less, it is advisable to discuss briefly the general
procedures by which the samples were obtained,
so that the advantages and shortcomings of each
type can be judged. Only the more important de-
tails of the various sampling procedures will be
discussed.
43. Shelby Tube Samples
The information based on Shelby tube borings
is derived from laboratory tests on relatively un-
disturbed samples taken as continuously as possible
from drill holes in the clay strata.
The sampling device consists of a 16- or 18-
gage seamless steel (Shelby) tube of 2-in. diam.
The tube is usually 3 ft long and is beveled at the
lower end to form a sharp cutting edge. It is
attached to the drill rods and, to avoid disturbance
as much as possible, is pushed at a uniform rate
into the clay at the bottom of the hole. The tube
containing the sample is then withdrawn, sealed at
each end, and shipped to the laboratory. The seal
is made by placing a metal disk against the soil and
pouring a %-in. layer of molten paraffin over the
disk.
The hole is kept filled with water or thin clay
slurry which reduces the tendency of the clay to
squeeze inward. Before the sampler is inserted, the
hole is cleaned out to the elevation of the top of
the sample by means of a chopping bit or a rotating
cutter supplemented by circulation of the water or
slurry. If the hole does not stand open it is lined
with casing usually consisting of 21 -in. pipe. The
casing is never driven below the bottom of the hole
because by such a procedure the clay to be sampled
would be disturbed.
In the laboratory the Shelby tubes are usually
sawed into 6-in. lengths and the specimens for
testing are extruded from the tubes. Ordinarily, un-
confined compression tests are performed on one
specimen from each tube, and the strength of the
remaining 6-in. specimens is estimated, although
tests are sometimes made on all the specimens. In
addition, water content determinations are made on
every 6-in. specimen.
The results of tests on Shelby tube samples
represent the best data available for this study.
They provide a quantitative basis for constructing
the soil profiles. The logs of 465 Shelby tube borings
were available. Most of them represent borings
made for the subway system, the superhighway
system, and for sewer routes. Another group con-
sisted of information from small projects in various
parts of the area. Although these borings constitute
a small.proportion of the total, they were valuable
because of their strategic locations in the area.
44. R. C. Smith Data
Previous to 1907, all borings in Chicago were
made by means of augers. However, in this year
R. C. Smith and A. D. Graham introduced wash
boring combined with dry sampling. The termi-
nology used by Smith and Graham was based on
that previously used by other Chicago firms. They
determined the consistency of the clay by the "feel"
of the drill rods in the clay and by the appearance
of the samples. In 1921 Smith organized his own
firm. He used essentially the same terminology, but
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developed a penetration test to determine the con-
sistency of the clay more accurately. Smith was
later associated with R. S. Knapp and still later
with G. A. Nordgren. In spite of the changes in
personnel, the boring procedure remained essen-
tially unaltered. Upon the death of Mr. Nordgren,
Mr. Smith made his records available to the Joint
Committee for scientific studies.
The first step in making a boring by this method
is to remove part of the fill and sand with a post-
hole digger and to case the hole. The casing has a
diameter of 2 in. The drill rods are 1 in. in diam
and are attached to a cross chopping bit. When the
surface of the clay is reached, the casing is ad-
vanced to the bottom of the hole and is washed
out. A penetration test is made by applying a
static load to the 1-in. pipe and chopping bit. The
load, time of application of the load, and the
amount of penetration are recorded. Usually, the
penetration tests are performed every 5 ft and at
any other elevations at which the character of the
soil changes conspicuously. The clay brought up in
the washings and in a 1-in. pipe driven at intervals
into the soil at the bottom of the hole is carefully
described. The terms used to describe the consist-
ency are listed in Table 4, Appendix II. They have
acquired quantitative meaning because they have
always been based on the penetration tests.
These borings were made in all parts of the
area. Their wide distribution permitted the exten-
sion of this study to many sections of the locality.
The logs of 3005 Smith borings were available.
45. Gow Data
This series of borings was made by the Ray-
mond Concrete Pile Co. The method was originally
developed for exploring deposits along the eastern
seaboard, but it has been used widely, and many
Gow borings have been made in the Chicago Area.
The sampling tool is called a split spoon, be-
cause the tube is split longitudinally into two
sections. It has an outside diameter of 2 in., an
inside diameter of 1% in., and a length of 22 in.
For sampling, the tube is held together by a driving
shoe at one end and a drill-rod connector at the
other end, both of which screw onto the split tube.
The driving shoe is made of tool steel and is
sharpened to facilitate penetration. The connector
on the upper end joins the tube to the drill rods.
The procedure for starting the boring is essen-
tially the same as that described for Shelby tube
borings. The hole is advanced by the washing
process and is cased with 21-in. pipe. When a
sample is to be recovered, the spoon is lowered
beneath the drill rods to the bottom of the hole, is
tapped about 6 in. into the soil at the bottom of
the hole, and is then driven into the ground by
means of a 140-lb weight falling 30 in. A record is
made of the number of blows required to produce a
penetration of 12 in. This procedure is known as
the "standard penetration test," and the number of
blows is a measure of the consistency of the soil.
The penetration test is performed at 5-ft intervals
and at changes in the character or consistency of
the soil. When the split spoon is removed from the
hole, the driving shoe and drill-rod connector are
unscrewed, and the spoon is laid open. The sample
of soil is described by the boring foreman, placed in
an airtight bottle, and shipped to the client.
The records of 1777 Gow borings were used in
this study. The method has been employed fre-
quently for investigations for industrial concerns,
and the borings are, therefore, distributed widely
over the area. Gow borings have also been made
extensively in sand deposits, and the penetration
resistance constitutes the most useful available
measure of the relative density of the sand.
46. Knapp Data
An extensive series of borings was made for the
Dept. of Public Works, Bureau of Sewers, City of
Chicago during 1948-49. The borings were made by
a procedure essentially identical to the Gow pro-
cedure and the samples were taken in the standard
2-in. split spoon. All samples of clay, however, were
tested in unconfined compression by R. S. Knapp.
The results, therefore, have considerable quantita-
tive value. This series consists of 270 borings.
47. Miscellaneous Data
This body of information was obtained by
various organizations, and the methods used are
not known in all cases. Most of the data have been
furnished by the Sanitary District of Chicago,
which has made many explorations in the form
both of borings and test pits.
The series of miscellaneous borings and test pits
consists of 947 logs. Many are located in the down-
town district, but they are fairly well distributed
over the entire area.
APPENDIX II: CORRELATION AND RELIABILITY OF DATA
48. Consistency of Clay
Before the cross-sections and maps could be
constructed the various terminologies had to be re-
lated to each other, and the reliability of the differ-
ent kinds of data had to be evaluated. The factors
considered in these studies are discussed in this
Appendix.
a. Shelby Tube Data. The results of laboratory
tests on Shelby tube samples provided a basis for
the quantitative interpretation of other data and
for the preparation of the profiles and maps. Unless
otherwise qualified, any mention of the compressive
strength in this bulletin refers to the unconfined
compressive strength of samples taken from 2-in.
Shelby tubes. The compressive strength of Shelby
tube samples, however, is somewhat less than that
of hand-cut, relatively undisturbed samples. An
investigation made in connection with the soil test-
ing program for the Chicago subway indicated
that the strength of Shelby tube samples was about
75 percent of that of samples carved very carefully
from subway headings (Peck, 1940). Figure 42
shows the stress-strain curves for one set of samples.
The curves for "undisturbed" samples are for speci-
mens carved very carefully from a bench in one of
the subway headings. The Shelby tube samples
were taken as close to the same location as possible,
and in the same horizon. The effect of disturbance
is clear from a comparison of the curves for the
"undisturbed," Shelby tube, and remolded samples..
The results of tests on Shelby tube samples are
usually regarded in the Chicago Area as the most
accurate data available in connection with clay
soils for a reasonable expenditure of time and
money. Consequently, Shelby tube data have been
relied upon in preference to all other data, espe-
cially in places where incompatible boring records
exist.
b. R. C. Smith Data. On account of the wide
distribution of the R. C. Smith borings, several were
located fairly close to positions at which Shelby
tube borings were subsequently made. This per-
mitted a correlation between the numerical results
of tests on Shelby tube samples and the Smith clas-
sification. Table 4 was prepared from a comparison
of 18 Smith boring logs with the results of tests
on samples from companion Shelby tube borings.
The above correlation agrees well with those made
previously by Otto (1942) and Chang (1945). In
some of the comparisons the borings were quite
close together, while in others they were a few tens
Table 4
Correlation of Smith Classification with Shelby Tube Data
Smith Range of Unconfined Mean Unconfined
Classification Compressive Compressive
Strength Strength
(tons per sq ft) (tons per sq ft)
Very Soft 0.20 to 0.60 0.40
Soft 0.35 to 0.75 0.55
Stiff 0.55 to 1.05 0.71
Tough 1.00 to 2.00 1.61
Very tough 1.75 to 3.5 2.56
Hard 3.5 to 11.2 6.1
of feet apart. The variability of the clay deposit, as
discussed in Chapter VII, may lead to the conclu-
sion that little reliance should be placed on the
correlation of those sets in which the two borings
were not very close together. However, no correla-
tion whatsoever is possible if it requires the two
borings of the sets to be so close together that local
variations are eliminated, because the local varia-
tions are always present. On the other hand, since
the average properties of the clay do not usually
vary appreciably within a few tens of feet, the
correlation seems to be justifiable.
Because of the consistent procedure used by
Smith, his boring records have great value in the
Chicago Area. Their merit lies in the fact that the
borings were expertly supervised, and the terminol-
ogy was based upon a semiquantitative field pene-
tration test.
c. Gow and Knapp Data. The relationship be-
tween the number of blows on a split spoon sampler
in clays in the Chicago Area and the compressive
strength of the clay is shown in Fig. 47. It was
found that the plotted points could be expressed
reasonably well and conservatively by the dash line
q, = N/6, in which q, is the compressive strength
in tons per sq ft and N is the number of blows. It
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Fig. 47. Relation between Unconfined Compressive Strength and Number of Blows in Standard Penetration Test
may be noted that the line becomes increasingly
conservative as the number of blows increases. It
should also be noted that the linear relationship
enables the engineer to make a rough estimate of
the compressive strength of the clay as soon as he
has the results of the standard penetration tests.
Two types of points are shown in Fig. 47. The
first type represents the results of a procedure sim-
ilar to that used to correlate the R. C. Smith and
Shelby tube borings; that is, they represent sets
comparing the classification of soil at a given
depth in a Gow boring and a nearby Shelby tube
boring. The points of the second type represent the
results of actual unconfined compression tests per-
formed on Gow samples. This second type makes
up the majority of the points.
The reliability of the values represented by
points of the first type is subject to the same un-
certainties as those in the R. C. Smith-Shelby tube
correlation. In addition, the number of blows seems
to depend considerably on the texture and on the
prevalence of sand and shale inclusions in the clay.
The values represented by points of the second
type are also subject to uncertainties. There is no
doubt that the larger area ratio* of the Gow
sampler (112 percent) is associated with more dis-
turbance than that of the thin-walled Shelby tube
(area ratio = 10 percent). In addition, the impact
of the falling weight causes an undetermined
amount of disturbance. Gow samples are shipped
to the laboratory in small bottles. Between the time
of sampling and testing the moisture tends to leave
the soil and to condense on the inside of the bottles.
This probably has an influence on the strength. The
disturbance associated with the large area ratio of
the sampler and the impact of the falling weight
tends to lower the compressive strength, whereas
desiccation tends to increase it, but the extent to
which the errors may compensate is not known.
d. Miscellaneous Data. The miscellaneous data
came from so many different sources and display
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such erratic terminologies that no attempt was
made to correlate them with Shelby tube logs. The
majority of these logs are from fairly old borings
and test pits. Their value lies principally in locating
the hard clay and bedrock surfaces. There are sev-
eral notable exceptions, however. For example, the
series of caissons dug at the La Salle Street Station
has been classified as Miscellaneous borings, but
these caissons provided data of very high quality
(Fig. 24).
Information was also obtained from a map pub-
lished by the city of Chicago showing the elevation
of the bedrock surface at various locations. This
map proved to be of great assistance since many of
the other borings were stopped after the softer de-
posits of clay had been penetrated.
49. Procedure for Constructing Profiles
The first step in preparing the maps and cross-
sections was the adoption of an approximate cor-
relation between the standard classification, Table
1, and the R. C. Smith classification, Table 4. This
correlation is shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Modified Correlation of R. C. Smith Classification
Smith Classification Standard Terminology
Very soft Very soft
Soft Soft
Stiff Medium
Tough Stiff
Very tough Very stiff
Hard Hard
The employment of the standard terminology in
this bulletin was decided upon primarily for the
sake of following accepted practice and not because
of any special suitability to the subsoil in the Chi-
cago Area. As a matter of fact, several experienced
engineers prefer the Smith classification, not only
because a great number of Smith boring records
exist, but also because the character of the glacial
clay appears to be somewhat more accurately
defined.
The next step in drawing a profile was to lay
out the route and to locate all the borings lying on
or near it. The sequence of strata was then recorded
on vertical lines drawn through the location of each
boring, and the contacts between soils of different
consistency were plotted at the correct elevation.
In determining these contacts, primary considera-
tion was given to Shelby tube data. Where these
were not available, R. C. Smith data were used.
When neither type of data existed for a consider-
able distance along the route, other sources of infor-
mation were utilized.
The construction of the profiles involved more
than simply connecting a series of points by lines
representing the contacts between soils of different
compressive strengths. On account of the very dis-
torted scales used for most of the profiles, and on
account of local variations in the soil, the boring
logs often indicate extremely variable contact ele-
vations. Moreover, there is no way of determining
which logs depict average soil conditions and which
reveal primarily local variations.
Figure 48 shows the logs of three adjacent
Shelby tube borings which illustrate these varia-
tions. The borings are spaced at approximately 300
ft. The terms describing the consistency have the
standard quantitative meaning. Borings a and c
show the surface of the medium clay to be at El.
-14 and -10 respectively, and had boring b not
been made, the upper surface of the medium clay on
a profile would have been defined by a line connect-
ing these elevations. However, boring b shows the
surface of the medium clay to be at El. -29. Not
only is such a sequence immediately subject to sus-
picion, but also it is impracticable to show on small
scale profiles. If the contact were depicted by con-
necting all three elevations, it would appear on the
profile as an icicle of soft clay resting in the
medium clay.
Deviations such as those indicated in Fig. 48
are not at all uncommon. To indicate all of them on
a profile would result in a drawing so detailed that
its value would be greatly impaired and, since the
discrepancies can be attributed to local variations
rather than to major changes, the profiles would not
be more reliable. Therefore, if a preponderance of
evidence, such as that from borings a and c and
others in the vicinity, indicated that the surface of
the medium clay was normally found near the ele-
vations determined from borings a and c, the data
from boring b were not considered in drawing the
line representing that particular contact. On the
other hand, when the logs of two or more consecu-
tive borings showed the same deviation as does b
above, the variation was frequently shown on the
profile.
It is believed that profiles constructed in this
manner from the logs of rather widely spaced bor-
ings give a fairly reliable representation of the
average conditions. It is apparent that such profiles
involve interpretation, and that profiles drawn from
the same data by different investigators would
probably differ in some respects. Nevertheless, al-
though profiles prepared by various investigators
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Fig. 48. Variations in Contact Elevations for Three
using the procedure outlined above might vary in
detail, they would not differ sufficiently to change
the general picture.
50. Reliability of Profiles
Some conception of the reliability of the profiles
can be obtained from the discussion under the pre-
vious sub-heading. An effort has been made to indi-
cate the degree of reliability of the data at the
various locations. In all cases the light vertical lines
representing borings extend only to the depths to
which the borings extended. Therefore, any contacts
of strata shown below the bottom of a single boring
were interpolated from other borings. In addition,
uncertain contacts are shown by dash lines in the
questionable area. Several of these uncertain con-
tacts are shown on Fig. 10, which shows the condi-
tions along State St in some detail. It should be
noted that information considered insufficient to
draw full-line contacts on Fig. 10 is accepted on
Fig. 9 as adequate. In some places the surface of
the bedrock seems to be well defined in spite of an
apparent lack of borings extending to its surface.
This is because most of the bedrock elevations were
obtained from other sources of data.
51. Reliability of Maps
Most of the considerations regarding the relia-
bility of the profiles are also applicable to the maps.
Where several borings in one small area, such as a
single bulding site, indicated erratic variations, the
f blue clay
dium blue and yellow clay
Sblue clay
dium blue clay
f blue clay
stiff blue clay
f gray silt
Fill
Stiff blue and yellow clay
Soft blue clay
Medium blue clay
Stiff blue clay
(c)
Adjacent Borings Spaced at Approximately 300 Feet
exercise of judgment was required in selecting the
appropriate data for mapping.
The portions of the maps north of 79th St,
shown in Figs. 14, 17, 21, and 45, were prepared on
work sheets to the scale 1000 ft equals 1 in. Indi-
vidual borings were located on these sheets as pre-
cisely as possible. The contours from the work
sheets were transferred to the small-scale maps ap-
pearing in the bulletin. The points representing the
individual borings, however, could not be repro-
duced as individuals without loss of clarity. There-
fore, groups of borings were commonly replaced by
single points in the more crowded regions. In spite
of this simplification, the results serve a useful pur-
pose in indicating approximately, by the density of
points, the relative abundance or paucity of sup-
porting data in a given region.
The portions of Figs. 14, 17, 21, and 45 south of
79th St were constructed originally to a scale of
4000 ft equals 1 in. Greater accuracy was not war-
ranted on account of the smaller number of borings
in the area.
Full use was made of the geological maps of the
Chicago Area, surveyed in 1930-32 by J Harlen
Bretz for the Illinois State Geological Survey. These
maps have much value for the foundation engineer
working in the region.
Other comments regarding the accuracy of the
maps occur in the text where the maps are de-
scribed.
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